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(ii) 
ABSTRACT 
One of the main regularity theorems for varifolds ([A]; see also 
[SL])can be stated in the following manner (see Chapter 1 for notation). 
THEOREM 0.1: Suppose V = v(M~ 8 ) &Sa rectifiable n-varifold which 
has generalised mean curvature. .!i_ = (H1 , ... ,Hn+k) E LP(µ, IB.n+k) &n 
u c IB.n+k, where p > n. Suppose also that a E (0~ 1); then there 
exist E = E ( n , k , a , p ) , ~ = ~ ( n , k , a , p ) E ( 0 , 1 ) , c = c ( n , k , a , p ) > 0 
such that if 
µ - a.e. in U , 
µ(B (0)) 
OE spt µ, B (0) c U , 
p 
~~P--~ s 2(1 - a) , 
n (.() p 
n E .,. ( 0 , p ,IB. ) 
0 
n 
- max{E(O,p,IB.n),E-l(fili:lpdµ)2/pp2(1-n/p)} < 
u 
f, ' 
then there &Sa cl,1-n/p function U ( 1 k ) =-IlB ( O ) -+ 1D k = u , ... ,u : ~p JJ\. 
such that 
and 
spt µ n B~p(O) - graph u n B~p(O) 
~ suplu\ + sup\Duf + pl-n/p sup 
x ,y E B;P(O) 
X -:f y 
J Du(x)-Du(y) J 
I 1
1-n/p 
x-y 
< C(E~(O,p,IB.n) + (Ji .H\pdµ)l/ppl-n/p) 
u 
(iii) 
The purpose of this thesis is to obtain certain results which 
generalise and/or extend Theorem 0.1. In Chapter 2, it is proved that 
the theorem holds, though with a smaller Holder exponent, without the 
assumption that es 1 + E µ - a.e. in U . This is achieved via an 
approximate continuity lemma concerning the function e which auto-
matically implies small 1 2 bounds on the oscillation. This lemma, in 
conjunction with a crucial use of the monotonicity formula which elim-
inates additional complications, can then be used with the usual tech-
niques to yield the desired result . 
Chapter 3 is concerned with a regularity theory for varifolds 
whose supports are representable as Lipschitz graphs . This stronger 
hypothesis upon the supporting set causes Theorem 0 , 1 to be true with-
µ(B (0)) 
out the assumptions 8 S 1 + E µ - a,e , in u and P < 2(1 - a) . 
n 
w p 
The latter assumption can be dropped by virtue of the fac¥ that a Pain-
care inequality holds for Lipschit~ graphs, from which an height bound 
and a Lipschitz approximation lemma can be deduced . From this, the 
remainder of the proof proceeds by means 0£ the techniques of Chapter 
2 . 
In the fourth chapter, the problem of higher regularity is consid-
ered. It is shown that the conclusions of Theorem 0.1 actually imply 
that w2 ,P regularity of u and the loc w
1
,P regularity of e . The 
theory is developed for general systems of equations satisfying certain 
algebraic constraints, which are satisfied by the equations arising 
from arbitrary parametric integrands, and it proceeds by means of an 
iteration technique acting upon some elementary Besov spaces (sometimes 
referred to as Nikolskii spaces). 
Finally, in Chapter 5, the results from the previous chapters are 
(iv) 
drawn together into the two full regularity theorems . To these , stan-
dard techniques are applied to deduce , under appropriate hypotheses , 
dimension bounds for the singular sets of abstract stationary varifolds 
and ofvarifolds with mean curvature whose supports are representable as 
Lipschitz graphs . From this latter case, it is then a simple matter to 
deduce a constancy theorem for Lipschitz manifolds . 
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CHAPTER 1 
We list here the basic notation, t erminology and concepts central 
to the theme of the remaining chapters. We adopt the standard defini-
tions from geometric measure theory, e g . [ A], [F], [SL], and partial 
differential equations, eg . [GT], [MC], 
l. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let p E 1N. 
' 
p 
then IB. will denote P-dimensional real space with 
the standard inner product . If Q E 1N with Q ~ P J then we let 
G(P, Q) 
denote the Grassmann manifold of Q-dimensional subspaces of IB.p 
If n, k E :W and if T E G(n+k,n) then 
· d h h · · f l"Dn+k will enote t e ort ogonal proJections o ~~ onto T, TJ_ respect--
ively, where 
J_ 
T E G(n+k ,n) is the subspace 
n+k {x E IB. : x · y - 0 for all y E T} . 
For S, T E G(n+k,n) we let 
(trace 
X E IB.n +k, I I J X < 1 , 
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and 
so that G(n+k,n) is a complete metric space under the metric (1 . 1) . 
We note that for TE G(n+k,n) 
The n~dimensional real space, will be identified with the 
space 
- O} 
contained in G(n+k,n) For x E IBn+k , we let 
For any x E IBn+k , R > o, BR(x ) will denote the open ball in 
Rn+k of radius R centred at x . Its closure will be denoted by 
BR ( x) . For any n x' E IB , R > 0 , we let denote the open 
ball in IBn . Whenever the dimension is clear from the context, the 
superscript will be omitted . 
Suppose s1 , s2 E G(n+k,n) with 
s. - graph e., i - 1, 2 , 
l l 
where 1 k n --+ mk e. = c.e , ... ,.e . ):JR .il'\ 
l l l 
with 
we have (see [A]) 
Lip t. < L, l - 1 1 2 . l Then 
(1 . 2) 
and 
(1.3) 
k 
- 3 -
k I jgrad ti - grad .e~j 
j=l 
I jgrad .ei - grad .e~ I < C!IS1 - S2 11 j=l 
where C - C(k , L) . 
' 
As usual, Hn will denote n - dimensional Hausdorff Measure and 
Ln will denote n-dimensional Lebesgue measure . 
If µ 
µ-density at 
d mn +k is a Ra on measure on .il'\ , 
mn+k 
X E .il'\ to be 
µ(B ( x )) 
n 8 (µ , x) - l i m 
r+o 
r 
n 
w r 
n 
' 
we defi ne the n - dimensional 
if such a limit exists , where u) 
n 
is then-dimensional area of the 
. b . n unit all in IB. . 
If µ n+k is a Radon measure on IB. , f is a locally 
rable function on IB.n+k and B c IB.n+k , then we define 
and 
µ L f(A) - J fdµ, 
A 
µ L B(A) - µ(An B) , 
for every µ-measurable Ac IB.n+k . 
µ-integ -
Suppose u 
Radon measures on 
u . _._ µ 
·i 
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is an open subset of IB.n+k 
U · then we write 
' 
in U 
and are 
if lim µ . L f(U) = µL f(U) for every continuous function f with com-
. i 
i~ 
pact support in U . 
We will require the following covering theorem, a proof of which 
can be found in [SL]. 
THEOREM 1.1: If B is any family of closed balls in IB.n+k with 
R = sup {diam B: BE B} < 00 ~ then there is a pairwise disjoint sub-
collection B' c B such that 
U B c. 
BEB 
where., for any 
u 
BEB' 
A 
B ' 
2. FUNCTION SPACES AND MOLLIFIERS 
Suppose µ n+k is a Radon measure on IB 
let 
p p 
L (µ, IB ) , 1 < p < 00 
' 
' 
then if P E :W ' we 
p 
denote the space of IB - valued µ-measurable functions which are p-
summable (with respect to µ) 
n+k 
subset of IB ? we let 
n+k 
over IB , and, if U is an open 
- 5 -
(Jifipdµ)l/p l < p < 00 
' 
-
u 
lifllµ,U,p 
-
-
ess sup ifl p - 00. -
u 
If Q is an open domain in Q JR ,QElli, 
p p 
L (Q' JR ) l < p < 00 
denote the space of p - summable (with respect to 
tions defined on Q with 
(ff pd LQ)l/p l < p < 00 
-
Q 
lifllp,Q --
ess suplfl p - 00 -
' 
~G 
for 
p p 
f E L (Q, JR ) • 
we let 
' 
Q p L ) JR -valued func -
01 °2 if Q
1 
and Q
2 
are domains in JR and JR 
Q Q 
respectively and if f E LP (JR 1 x JR 2 , JRP) , then we have the follow-
ing Minkowski inequality (see [SE]); 
(1.4) 
Let 
Q p Q 1/p 
(J J f dL 2 dL 1 ) 
Ql Q2 
p 
denote the space of JR -valued functions whose classical derivatives of 
all orders less than or equal t o k exist and whose derivatives of 
order k are Holder continuous (loca lly Holder continuous) on Q with 
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exponent a . If a - 0 the superscript will be omitted . 
will denote the subspace of functions 1 P 1 - P f- (f , ... ,f) EC (Q,JR) 
which l spt f c Q , i = 1, ... ,P . 
If 0 1 - P f E C ' (Q, JR ) , then we define 
Lip f - sup 
x,yEQ 
X:fY 
ifCx)-fCy) I 
lx~yl 
for 
We also have the following theorem concerning the extension of Lipschitz 
functions : 
THEOREM 1.2. If Ac JRn and f; A -+IB. ~s Lipschitz~ then there is 
f : ]Rn-+ IB. with Lip f - Lip f and f = f IA , 
As usual, if Q is a domain in IB.n 
' 
k ,p ( p) 
w(loc) Q , JR k E JN, 1 < p < 00 
' 
p 
denotes the space of IB. -valued functions whose weak derivatives of all 
orders less than or equal to k 
If Q is convex, if 1 s p < oo 
p p 
exist and belong to LC loc) ( Q , JR ) . 
and if f E w1 , P (Q, JRP) , then we 
have the following Poincare inequality (see [GTJ) 
(1 , 5) 
' 
and 
- 7 -
For h > 0 we let 
Qh - {x E Q : dist(x~ aQ ) > h} , 
and for any function f defined on Q and any z E oB1 (0) , we let 
(1.6) 
h ~ f(x) - f(x + hz) - f(x), 
z 
hi!D f// , 
z p , Q 
for h > o, z E aB1 (o) and 1 < p < 00 • 
We shall also be using the following elementary Besov spaces 
a E (O, 1), 1 < p < oo , 
which are defined as 
{ f E L p ( Q ' JR p ) ; SU p ~ II ~hf II < 00} 
zEaB
1
(o) ha z p,Qh 
h>O 
We note 
that Jr1,P (Q, JRP) is a Banach space under the norm 
- 11 f II Q + s u P ~ II ~hf II 
P , zEaB
1
(0) ha z p ,Qh 
h>O 
Whenever P - 1 for any of the spaces mentioned above, we suppress 
- 8 -
1 the IB. term inside the parentheses . 
If f E Lp( Q) , we define the h - mollification of f as 
where p is a non - negative f unct i on in C00 (IB.n ) which vanishes out s ide 
B1 (o ) and sat i sfi es 
Jp (x )dx - 1 , 
As is well known (see ([ GT ]) , 
00 
fh E C (Qh ) , 
and , lett i ng f _ 0 out s i de Q , 
l i m li fh - f JI n - 0 , 
h+O p , ~c; 
provi ded 1 < p < oo . 
3. RECTIFIABLE SETS AND VARIFOLDS. 
A set Mc IB.n+k i s said to be count ab l y n - rect i f i able if 
n H (M ) < 00 and i f 
00 
M c U 
j=O N . ' J 
where Hn(N) - 0 and e ach N. , J > 1 is an n-dimensional c1 sub -
o J 
. d f 1Dn+k manifol o .Lr'-. • 
If 10
n+k 
M C .Lr'-. 
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and TE G(n+k,n) , 
tangent plane T at y if 
then 
Hn L ~ ,CM)~ eHn LT as A+ O , 
y' /\. 
M has an Hn . -approximate 
for some 8 E (0, 00 ), where 10n+k 10n+k ~ : ..U'\ -+ .Lr'-. Y,A is defined by 
x-y n+k YJ , ( x) = , x, y E IB. ? A > 0 
Y,/\. A 
The number e = e(y) lS called 
the multiplicity of the approximate tangent plane. 
As is well known, if M is countably n-rectifiable and n H -mea-
surable, then M has a multiplicity one Hn-approximate tangent plane 
n H -a.e. in M (see [FJ, [SL].) 
If M is a countably n-rectifiable, n H -measurable subset of 
IB.n+k and if e is a positive locally Hn-integrable function on M , 
then we define the rectifiable n-varifold, V = Z,,(M, 8) , to be the 
equivalence class of all pairs (M~ 8) where M is countably n-rec-
tifiable with n rv rv H ( ( M""M ) U ( ~M ) ) = 0 rv and where e = e n H -a.e. on 
rv 
M n M • 
Associated to each rectifiable n-varifold V - v(M, 8) there is 
a Radon measure defined by 
where we adopt the convention that 8 _ 0 on IB.n+krvM . 
Given V - y(M 8) and a sequence Vk - ~(Mk' ek) of rectifiable 
n-varifolds in IRn+k 
' 
of IRn+k 
' 
if µv _,_ µv 
space 
k 
For a rectifiable 
TV to be 
X 
T V = T M 
X X 
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we say that V ->. V k in u 
in u . 
n-varifold V - v(M . 8) , 
= , 
n H -a.e. x EM , 
where T M 
X 
lS the Hn . - approximate tangent plane to 
define 
spt Y 
. ' f IRn+k "' 0 Finally, i y E , I\. > , we let 
where e(x) - e(y + ).._x ) . 
4, FIRST VARIATION AND MONOTONICITY. 
' 
an open subset 
we define the tangent 
M at X • We also 
for some p > O} • 
S V CM e) "f " bl "f ld . IRn+k uppose = v ) is a recti ia e n~vari o in . 
Then, if u ntk is an open subset of IR we define the first varia ,-
tion, 6V , to be the linear functional on C~(U, IRn+k) given by 
where 
BV(X) - fdiv Xdµ , y 
n+k 
div X ( x) = L e . · PT MDX J ( x) , 
j =l ] X 
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If H is an n+k TI<. -valued µV-integrable function on 
that V has generalised mean curvature .!_!_ in U if 
(1 . 7) 5V ( X) - - J H • Xd~ , 
u 
M n U , we say 
for all If H = 0 we say that V is stationary in 
u . 
Suppose V = v(M, e) is a rectifiable 
= 
1 . d H E LP ( LI,.., .. ion+ k ) era ise mean curvature , v · ~, 
Then, if s EU , R > 0 with BR(s ) c U , 
if 
' 
n-varifold which has gen-
in U , where p > n . 
if e ::: 1 ~ - a . e . in U , 
and if fRl-n/p < 1 1/p 
- rn '.) we have the following monotonicity formulae 
(see [A], ISL]) . 
(1.8) 
and 
(1,9) 
n 
p 
2f 1-n/p ~(Bp(s)) 
< e P 
n 
p 
d~ 
2 
I cx-s)-l_J_ d 
I ln+2 µv X-s 
n 
CT 
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whenever O <a< p SR , where (x-s) l. l. = PT M(x - s) . In particular 
X 
(1 . 8) implies that 
e2fpl-n/p µV(Bp(s)) 
n 
is a non-decreasing function 
p 
of p and hence 
(1 . 10) - lim µV(Bp(s)) 
p+O 
exists at every point s E U and satisfies G = e Also, G 
an upper semi-continuous function in U and satisfies G(s ) ~ l for 
every s E spt µy n U • 
If (which is i mpl i ed by (1 . 8 ) for suitable 
for all O < p s R , then ( 1 . 8) and (1 , 9 ) imply 
(1 . 11) 
for O <a< p s R, where C depends only on n and p . Also, 
letting a+O in (1 . 8 ) we have 
(1 . 12) > e -2fpl - n/p 
for O < p < R . 
is 
We shall also require the following compactness theorem for recti -
fiable varifolds (see IAJ~ [SL]) . 
THEOREM l . 3: Suppose V. = v( l.' 6 . ) 'l-S a sequence o rectifiable 
J = J J 
n-vari old i,n LJ C .ffin +k with 6 . ~ l µv . - a . e . i,n u or all J J 
J 
and 
sup(~ (W) + 
j:::l j 
- 13 -
sup !oV .( X)!) 
X C1 (W JRn+k) J E O , 
< 00 
1x1s1 
for all W cc U . Then there is a subsequence {V ., } and a rectifiable 
J 
n-varifold V - v(M~ 8) 
V., ~ V with 
J 
. 1.,n U .., with 
sup JoV(X )J < 
XEC~(W , IB.n+k) 
lim inf 
J-+OO 
sup ioVj(X)i , 
XEC~(W '.) JRn+k) 
JxJs1 1x1s1 
for each W cc u . 
Another important consequence of (1, 8) is the existence of varifold 
tangent cones (see [A], [SL]), 
THEOREM 1.4: If V = y(M~8 ) 1.,s a rectifiable n-varifold which has 
generalised mean curvature HE 1P(u JRn+k ) 
- J V' 
. i,n U C JRn+k -' where 
p > n.., and if e::: l µV - a . e . 1.,n U, then for every 
s E spt µv nu and every sequence {A . } with A .+o 
J J 
.., there 1.,s a 
subsequence such that 
Y) V ~ W 
c;,A . ,# 
J 
in IB.n+k 
' 
where W = y(C , t) i,s a rectifiable n- varifold which is stationary 1.,n 
:Rn+k and which satisfies t::: l µw-a.e . . n+k i,n JR and 
- 14 -
for "- > O • 
5. ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS AND PARAMETRIC INTEGRANDS. 
We are concerned here with second order elliptic systems. Suppose 
~ s. E Cl (JRnk ) f l l k ~ or < i < n~ s s s , 
l 
and consider the following 
system of equations 
(1.13) s s J cp .(Du)D.~ - Jg~ , 
Q l l 
s = 1, . , . ,k , 
where is a bounded domain in JRn and l - k u E C (Q, JR ) , 
( l k) 1 2( n , JRk) . g = g :, , • , , g E uG We say that the system (1.13) is strong-
ly P~elliptic if 
(1.14) s s t D t 4> .( p )s · s ·~ s 
l l J p . 
J 
for all p E JRnk with Ip I s P , for some P > 0 ,, Vs EJRn, s E JRk and 
for some "-p > 0 • If we have the stronger condition 
(1.15) s s t D t cp .( p)s · s · 
p . l l J 
J 
for all JRnk p E ' with !Pi SP _ 
the system is properly P~elliptic, 
and all s E JRnk , we say that 
l - k If u EC (Q,JR ), 8E-C (Q) with sup!DulsP , 8~1 , and if <±> 
S2 
satisfies (1 . 14) . then we have the Ggrding inequal ity (see [MC]): 
(1.16) s s t 
.{ 8D t cp . (Du) D . s D . s 
r l l J 
uG p . 
J 
where C is a constant depending only on 
15 -
n, k, ~ _ ~2, the moduli of continuity of Dcp , Du and 8 , and 
sup ID¢(p)j' sup e. 
IPISP Q 
and then replacing in 
(1 .16) by ~s we obtain 
(1.17) s 2 s t f8D cp .( Du)D.(~ s )D. s 
t i i J Q p . 
J 
where C' depends on the same quantities as C . We note that the in-
equality (1.17) is trivial if the stronger condition (1.15) holds. 
We now briefly want to mention some facts concerning the Euler-
Lagrange equations arising from parametric integrands (see [SS] for a 
discussion about parametric integrands). All we say here is that the 
equations take the form 
(1.18) J 8F (Du)D.~ J t -J 8HJ~ - 8D tF(Du)D.u D.~ --
Q J Q J i Q p . 
J 
(1.19) f 8D F(Du)D.~ - -f 8Hn+s~ s - 1,, .. ,k - -
' Q s i Q p . i 
for where 1 - k 00 u E C (Q , . JR ) ; 8 E L (Q) and 
.!:!_= (H1, ... , Hn+k) E Lq(Q,JRn+k), q~ 2' 
c
2 
and satisfies 
and where 
k 
I 
s,t=l i 
n I D D 
. t J=l p . 
J 
s t F(p)l; . l; .s s 
s i J p . 
i 
J - 1, ... , n -
' 
is 
for all p E JRnk with IP I < - p (where p is any posit ive number) 
and s n E JRk E JR ~ s where AP > 0 that is the equations (1 .19) 
' ' 
form a strongly P- ellipt i c system . 
' 
where 
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A special case is when 
F(p) - \lg(p) , 
g(p ) - det ( 6. . + p .. p . ) . 
l] l J 
In this case (1.18) and (1.19) are merely the non-parametric form of 
(1.7). We also note that we have the stronger inequality 
for all p E JRnk with \p\ < P (sufficiently small) and ~ E JRnk , 
where A.p > 0 . 
We will also require the w2 'q estimates of solutions to (1.19) 
(with F = Vg) ) which we state in the following manner (see [MC]). 
THEOREM 1 . 5: Suppose u 
tion to (1.19) with e -
there exists C, = .,. E ·'· ( n ' 
then 
0 0 
sup \Du\ < P 
B ( 0) 
p 
E 
1., 
k, 
c1 CB co) JRk) n w2 ' 2 CB co) JRk) 
p ' loc P ' 
F = Vg and HE Lq(B (0) JRn+k) 
= p ' 
q) E ( 0' 1) such that if 
sup I Du ( x ) - Du ( y ) I < E ;': 
x,yEB (0) 
p 
. 
1-,S 
1-n/q 2 
P IID ulJ B (0) < q, p/2 
1-n/q 
C(p IIH//q B (0) + 
' p 
sup \Du\ 
B ( 0) 
+ l sup I u I ) ' 
p B ( 0) 
p 
p 
a solu-
Then 
- 17 -
where C depends only on n., k , q and P . 
6. A GENERAL REGULARITY THEOREM. 
Finally, we wish to state the following abstraction of the dimen -
sion reducing argument of Federer. A proof can be found in [SL]. 
For any locally Hn-integrable function ]Rn+k on , we write 
]Rn+k 0 x, y E , A.> , 
and for any sequence {(J), (J)k} of locally Hn-integrable functions on 
JRn+k we write 
' 
if Hn L Hn L (J)k ->. (J) , 
THEOREM 1.6: Let F be a collection of functions (J) : ]Rn+k ~JR such 
that (J) is locally H ~integrable on ]Rn+k., with 
(i) 
(ii) 
I 
I 
\y\ < 1-A., 0 < A.< 1 ., 
!YI < 1 ., if 
and if (J) E F : 
and if (J) E F : 
then (J)Y , A. E F; 
then there are 
sub equences and \jr E F such that 
or each A. > O 
(J) -> \jr 
y ' A. . ' J 
and \jr O A. = \jr 
' 
(iii) There &Sa map sing: F ~ C (the set of closed subsets of 
JRn+k) such that 
(a) sing (J) - ¢ & (J) E F is a constant multiple o the charac-
(b) 
(c) 
teristic function of an n-dimensional subspace of ]Rn+k., 
!YI :S 1-A., 0 < A.< 1 ., then 1 ( . ) sing (J) =, sing (J) -y y :, A. I\. ., 
if (J)~ (J)j E F with (J)j _,_ (J)., then or each s > O there &S 
- 18 -
a j(E) such that 
Bl (0) n sing <.pj c {x E IRn+k : dist(sing (j), x) < E} \fj > j(E), 
(iv) There i,s an integer d E [l, n] such that sing <.p n B1 (O) = cp 
whenever <.p E F has the invariance property that there is a d- dimen-
sional subspace L c IRn+k with 
<.p y 'A - <p or all y EL, A> o . 
Then we have 
dim(sing <.p n B1 (0)) < d-1 Vp E F 
REMARK: Condition (iv) is automatically satisfied for d - n . 
Suppose that U 
- 19 -
CHAPTER 2 
n+k is an open subset of JR and that V = vCM 8) 
= ' 
is a rectifiable n-varifold with generalised mean curvature H in U, 
that is 
C2.l) 
where -µ 
C2.2) 
and 
C2.3) 
Jdiv Xdµ = -JX·Hdµ , for all X E c10 cu, JRn+k) , m = 
Suppose also that 
8 > 1 µ-a.e. in U 
1/p 
CJJHJpdµ) 
u 
P > n . 
-
For any s E spt µ, p > 0 with B Cs) C u p and for any TE GCn+k,n) 
we let 
ECs, P, T) -
be the tilt-excess of vCM, 8) over B Cs) with respect to T ' p so 
that ECs, P, T) measures the mean square deviation of T M 
X 
away from 
T over B Cs) . The purpose of this chapter is to prove the following p 
theorem; 
THOEREM 2.1: Suppose a
0 
E CO, l . ) and p > n are g&ven. Then there 
are constants s = sCn, k, a 0, p), ~0 = ~0Cn, k, a 0 , p) E CO,l) and 
C = CCn, k, a, p) < 00 such that if C2.l) J C2.2) and C2.3) hold and if 0 
(2 . 4) 
(2.5) 
- 20 -
< 2(1 - a) 
0 
or some s O E spt µ, p O > O ~ 
T0 E G(n+k,n) , then there &S 
with B (s 0 ) c U , Po and for some 
a linear isometry q 0 and a 
u = 
spt 
l ~(1-n/p) ~ supJuJ + supJDuJ + Po 
Po 
with 
and 
n 
q (JR ) = T O , u ( 0 ) = 0 , 
\ Du ( x ) - Du ( y ) \ 
sup ( 
I I~ 1-n/p) n x-y x,yEBR (0) 
t-10Po 
x=/;y 
REMARK: Theorem 2 . 1 was essentially proved in [A] under the additional 
hypothesis that 8 s l + s µ -a.e . in U . The theorem as it now 
stands shows that regularity holds under the natural hypotheses (2 . 4) 
which , intuitively, precludes the existence of sheets of surfaces, and 
(2,5)~ which precludes the possibility of tangent cones , One might 
conjecture that the former hypothesis can be weakened by replacing µ 
with n~dimensional Hausdorff measure but there is a difficulty 
in this case in the application of the monotonic ity formula 
The proof of Theorem 2 . 1 proceeds in several stages. After a stan-
dard computation involving the hypothesis (2.4) and the monotonicity 
formula, we state (without proof) the height bound and the Lipschitz 
approximation lemma in Lemma 2 . 2 below. Next, we derive an approximate 
continuity lemma concerning the density function 8 which enables us , 
in the ensuing version of the tilt-excess decay lemma , to omit the 
- 21 -
hypothesis 8 s l + E µ-a . e . in U occurring in Allard's original 
statement of the theorem . Finally , after deriving further results con-
cerning the excess , we prove the usual form of the tilt - excess decay 
lemma , from which Theorem 2 . 1 follows by standard methods . Throughout 
C will denote a constant depending only on the qual i t i es n , k , a and 
p . 
We suppose f i rst t ha t s E spt µ 1 p > 0 with 
µ CB Cs )) p 
< 2 Cl - a) , 
B Cs ) C u and 
p 
for some a E CO, l), Then, i f y > o, f pl-n/p s y , ~ > O, 0< a < Cl- ~ ) p 
and 
n 
(..() 0 
Il 
we h ave , u s ing t he monot on i c ity formu l a Cl. 8 ) , 
Cl+CY ) 
< ---
Cl - ~ )n 
Cl +CY ) 
< ---
Cl - ~ )n 
(..() CC l - ~ ) p ) 
n 
µ CB Cs )) p 
2 Cl - a) 
2 Cl - a ) 
< 2 Cl - a/2) ~ 
n 
provided that ~ - ~Ca, n ) is sufficiently small and that y - yCa, n) 
satisfies 
- 22 -
(2.6) Cy < ~ , 
where C - C(n) . Hence 
( 2 . 7) 
µ( B ( t )) 
CT s 2 ( 1 - a/2 ) ~ E spt µ n B ( t"; ) , \;/CT : 0 < CT S p/ 2 . 
~p 
The proof of the followin g lemma can be found in [ A] or [SL]. ( See 
also Chapter 3, Lemma 3 . 3) . 
LEMMA 2.2: (Height bound and Lipschitz approximation): Suppose that 
(2.1)., ( 2 .2) and (2.3) hold and that O E spt µ, p > O., with 
BP(O) c U., fpl-n/p s} and 
µ(B (0)) 
p 
n (.() p 
n 
< 2(1 - a) 
for some a E (0, 1) , Then there exist ~l = ~l (n, k, a, p) E (O '.)~ Ca)n)) 
( ~ ( a : n ) as in ( 2 . 7 ) ) ., B 1 = 61 ( n , k : a , p ) E ( O , 1 ) and 
C = C(n, k~ a, p) > O such that 
(2 . 8 ) sup 
BP ( 0 )nspt _µ 
t-'lp 
p 
< CE10, P, T)l/(2n+2) 
for any TE G(n+k)n)J and if t E (O, 1)., there ~s a Lipschitz 
unction f = (f1 , ... , fk ). Bn (0) ~JRk with 
~ lp 
Lip f s t _, 
1 n CE'( O .; p ,]Rn) 
-H (((graph .f'vspt µ) U (spt µ""graph f)) n BP (0)) s , 
Pn t-' 1 p l2n +2 
where E' (O, p ,T) = E(O , p ,T) + (fpl-n/p) 2 , and 
- 23 -
n H,;: E spt µ n BR CO): EC(, 0 , JR ) 
t-'lp 
c graph f 
Now let s E spt µ and GO> 0 ; then, by the monotonicity form-
ula Cl.10), there lS PCs)= PCs, so)? 0 such that 
C2.9) \fp < PCs) . 
Using C2.9) it is possible to prove an approximate continuity type 
lemma ; 
LEMMA 2.3: Suppose trzat ( 2 .1)., C2 . 2) and C2 3 ) hold., that s E spt µ ., 
or some 
with B Cs ) 
pl 
µCB Cs)) 
pl 
CU ., that 
< 2Cl - a) , 
a E (OJ 1) ., that C2.9) hold$ with and that 
C 2 .10 ) ( '/:' T ) { E ( '/:' T ) - lr 2 2 C 1-n / p ) } E .,. s , p , - max s , p , , E p 
" 
for all P < p 1 ~ 
or some TE GCn+k>n) and some Then 
(2 .11) 1 J I e - 8( s) j 2 dHn < Cc 0 n - ' p spt µnB Cs) p 
or all p < minCEoPCs)' EO~lpl) ., where C - CCn, k, a, p ) - - . 
Proof: We can assume, without loss of generality _ that s - O and 
- 24 -
T = ]Rn (although we still exhibit the s dependence in the term 
Let and let for some 
E (0, 1) , Then , by monotonicity (as in the derivation of (2.7)), 
(2.12) < (1 + 
(l+Cs1 ) <---
(1-~)n 
Now choose 
(2.13) 
µ(B (0)) 
p 
n CD p 
n 
Then (2.12) becomes, since s1 < s 0 , and 8(0) < C , 
(2.14) 
(2.15) C 
<-
- n 
p 
J I e (x) - 8 (0) I dHn 
B (o)nspt µ p 
s 
2 ~ J ( 8 ( x ) - 8 ( 0 ) ) + dHn , 
p B (o)nspt µ p 
- en J ( e ( x ) - 8 ( o ) ) dHn ~ 
p B (o)nspt µ 
p 
- 25 -
where we have used the relation ifl - 2f+ - f 
But 
where f+ - max(f, 0) . 
(2.16) l J (8(x) - 8(0))+dHn 
pn Bp(o)nspt µ 
+ J:_ f (8(x) - 8 (0))dHn 
pn Bp(o)nspt µn{x ;OS8(x)-8 (0)sc1 s 0} 
by (2.14). Let t E (O, 1) be arbitrary; then, by Lemma 2 .2, there is 
a Lipschitz function f = ( £1 ' • .. 'fk) ; Bn ( 0) -+ JRk ' 
p with 
(2.17) 
and 
(2.18) 
Hence 
(2 .19) 
Lip£ St , 
l n 
-=-H ((( graph £rvspt µ) U ( spt µ"-'graph 
n p 
l 
n 
(J.) p 
n 
J (8(x) - 8(0)dHn 
B (o)nspt µ p 
' 
P n 
CE(O~T",JR) 
f)) n B ( 0 ))) S l 
P .e,2n+2 
< 
µ(B (0)) 
p 
n 
(J.) p 
n 
- 8(0) + 8( 0) 
Hn(B (o)nspt µ) 
p 
-------- l 
n 
(J.) p 
n 
(2.19) 
using (2 . 17) and (2.18) 
can be estimated by sup 
+ 
C 
n 
(.u p 
n 
C 
+--
n 
(.u p 
n 
(since 
ill ) . 
p 
2n+3 (2.19) yields , when s1 s so 
- 26 -
- 1 
n n H (B (o) ngraph f) - H (B (o) ns pt µ) 
p p 
n n k n H ( graph fn ( B ( o )xIB. ) )-H ( graph fnB (0)) 
p p 
2 p , 1Dn)l/(2n+2) + Ct + CE(O, ~ ~~ 
~l ' 
the last term in the third inequality 
Choose t - co then, since -
' 
combined with (2.15) and (2.16), 
1 J 8(x) - 8(0) 2dHn < Ct:
0 n p B (o)nspt µ p ' 
as required . 
We are now ready to discuss the first version of the excess decay 
lemma , Preparatory to this, however, we state the following three 
lemmas , The first follows from an easy application of Rellich's theo-
rem , the second is a well-known estimate concerning harmonic functions 
and the third is easily proved by a suitable choice of test function 
in (2,1), The proofs can be found in [AJ or [SL], 
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LEMMA 2.4: Given any 6 > O , there is a constant y - y(n, 5) > O 
such that if f E w1 ' 2(B) , B - B~(O) J satisfies 
2 Jjgrad £1 < 1 , 
B 
n JI grad £ · grads dL I s y sup I grad sl ' 
B B 
or any s E C~(B) , then there ~s an harmonic function u on B 
such that 
and 
2 Jlgrad uj < 1 
B 
2 Jju - £1 < 6 
B 
LEMMA 2 . 5 : Let u be an harmonic function on B .) .e (x) = u (0) + x , grad u (0) 
1 
and 11 E ( o , 2) . Then 
2 
< Cf] IIDull 2 
L (B) ' 
where C = C(n) . 
LEMMA 2.6 : 
µ(B Cs)) p 
n 
w p 
n 
(2.20) 
Suppose s E spt µ, p > 0 ~ with B Cs) Cu ~ p 
s c1 . Suppose also that (2.1) and (2.3) hold, 
and 
Then 
E(s , ~- T) 
2 
1 2. 12 s 
< C( - J (dist(x-s ~ T)) (!grad s + -P
2 
)dµ 
pn B Cs ) 
p 
or any TE G(n+k,n) ~ where s E C~(U) with s = 1 ~n BP
12
Cs) ~ 
c,;: = 0 outside B Cs) and I grad s I s ~ . Thus (2. 20) yields p p 
- 28 -
(2.21) p E(s, 2 , T) < C(~ J [dist(x-s , T)J 
2 
dµ 
Pn B Cs) p p 
REMARK We included (2.20) for future reference (see Chapter 5) . 
The proof of the following excess decay lemma is almost identical 
to the one given in [ SL], which we follow closely , the only differences 
being in the use of an 2 L -norm for 8 (x) ~ G(s) (for which we apply 
00 
Lemma 2 .3) instead of the L norm for 8(x) - 1 , and in the obser-
vance of the constraints upon p which this necessarily imposes. We 
note that Lemma 2.7 differs from the desired relation concerning excess 
(see Lemma 2.10) in two respects, First we hypothesise that the excess 
be small on a range of p . Secondly the range of p for which the 
lemma is true depends on the point s , The aim of the ensuing lemmas 
will be to overcome these constraints. 
LEMMA 2.7: For any a E (0, l)~ p > n there are constants 
1 
~' s 1 , s 0 E (0, 2)~ depending only on n, k, a, p 
s E spt µ,pl> 0 
(2.21) 
µCB Cs)) 
pl 
with B ( s ) c U and 
pl 
< 2 (1 ~ a) , 
~ (2,1) , (2.2) , (2.3) and (2.9) hold~ and if 
( 2. 22) 
such that if 
or some p < rnin['o;:~) , c0p1] and some s0 , TE G(n+k,n) , then 
there is S - S(s, p ) E G(n+k,n) such that 
- 29 -
Moreover., 
(2 . 23 ) 
n Proof. We can assume, without loss of generality , that s = 0, s0 = JR • 
1 k n k By Lemma 2 . 2 there is a Lipschitz function f = (f , ... ,f ):BP ~)~JR 
t-'lp 
with 
(2.24) Lip f < 1 ~ sup!£! < CE;.,1/ ( 2n+2) p < C l/(2n+2) sl P 
and 
( 2 . 25) 1 n 
- ((( spt µ~graph f) LJ ( graph f~ spt µ )) n BP ( 0)) < 
Pn t-'lp 
CE .,. , 
" 
where 
provided that s1 is sufficiently small (depending only on n, a and 
p ) so that ( 2 . 21) ·gives 
(2 . 26 ) 
µ(B (0)) 
CT 
n 
< 2 ( 1 - a/2 ) 
CD CT 
n 
Also~ by the height bound, Lemma 2 . 2, 
(2 . 27) sup I xJ I < 
BP (0 )nspt µ 
t-'lP 
C El/(2n+2) < 
2 ;'; p 
- 30 -
J = n+l, ... ,n+k . Suppose that 
(2.28) C l/(2n+2) < ~ 2E\ - 4 ' 
so that 
sup I xJ I < J - n+l, ... ,n+k, 
BR ( 0 )nspt µ 
1-11P 
(2.29) 
We show that each component of £ is well approximated by an har-
monic function , First, however, putting 
we see that 
X = z;;:e . 
n+J 
j=l, ... ,k' 
where 
Thus 
(2,30) 
M V . -
n+J 
M 
e . · V 
n+J 
M 
- PT M ( e . ) • V 
n+J 
f(VMxn+j) · VMz;;:dµ -
M 
X 
-J e . • i:-:IYdµ . 
n+J ~is 
M 
Since xn+j =- 'r'] ( x) M h f r on l = spt µ n grap 
x' = (x1 , ... ,xn)) we hdve -chat 
(2.31) M n+J· V X - µ-a.e 
in ( 2 . 1) , where 
- 31 -
Hence (2.30) can be written 
f (VMxn+j)·VMtdµ - Jen+j · l:l!;:dµ 
spt µ""'Ml 
and so, using (2.25) and the fact that 
we obtain 
(2 . 32 ) 
Since 
J !Hidµ 
B (0) -
p 
!PT M 
X 
we have; by (2.31), 
(2 . 33) 
ow suppose that ~l 
by (2 . 29): there is 
supl~I 
p 
CE.,. 
" 
' 
~ ~ C c:1 E.,. , " 
is an arbitrary l n C0 (B(~lp)/ 2 (0)) funct i on ; then, 
with ~ - ~l in some neighbour -
BP ( 0) , Hence ( 2 . 32) holds 
t-'lp 
in place of s , Also, since 
and P grad fj - grad fJ , 
JR.TI we have 
- 32 -
(2.34) 
- jP* M(grad 'P)·P* M(grad ?1 )j X X 
µ-a . e , on spt µ n BP ( 0) , 
1-"lp 
and so (2.32) implies that 
(2.35) 
and (2.33) implies that (writing in ( 2 . 34)) 
l . 2 
n J jgrad fJ I dµ < CE.,. 
p Ml nBP ( 0) 
1-"lp 
" 
8(0) 
n 
p 
(2.35) we see that, using Lemma 2.3 and the fact that 
, c0 p1 ] (so that ~1 p s min(c0p(i;), c 0 ~1 p1 )) , 
""'J ""' n J grad £ · grad z;: 1 dH 
Ml 
l "-'j ""' n 
+ -; J I grad f , grad z;: 
1 
( 8 ( x) - 8 ( 0)) I dH 
p Ml 
---~---~~-----------------~ -
provi ded 
(2 . 36 ) 
Therefore 
(2.37) 
~ !.-
< Cc E 2 
- '-'l ·'· 
" 
- 33 -
sup jgrad , 1 1 
n 
B(~lp ) /2(0 ) 
x sup jgrad , 1 1 
n 
B( ~lp ) /2 ( 0 ) 
Then, using the area formula and (2.25), we have 
(2 . 38 ) 
and 
(2 . 39) 
l 
l 
11 
p 
. 2 
f I grad f] I 8oFJ(F)d Ln < CE ;', 
n 
B(~lp)/2(0) 
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where is defined by n F(x) = (x, f(x)), x E B(~lo)/ 2 (0) , 
!., 
and where J(F ) is the Jacobian ( det ( ( dF ) ,',odf ) ) 2 Since 
2 l < J(F) s l + Cigrad fj , 
(2 . 40) l 
n p 
for J = l , , .. , k and 
(2.41) 1 
n 
p 
J I grad 
n 
B(~lp)/2(0) 
X X 
on Bn (0) , we have 
~lp 
and 
CE.,. , 
" 
J - l, ... ,k. 
Hence we may apply Lemma 2.4 to deduce that for any given 6 > 0 , 
there lS f, --
lC functions 
(2.42) 
and 
(2 . 43) 
where 
(2 . 44) 
-(J 
l 
n 
(J 
l 
n+2 
(J 
l 
E ( n' k, 6 ) > 0 such that if so < f, there are harmon--
' 
l k n 
u 
' . ' ' 'u on BC~ )/2(0) such that 1P 
CE.,. 
" 
· 12 
- uJ dLn < 6E.,. , 
" 
Therefore, by Lemma 2 . 5, we have that 
J J n -n- 2 2 l I . · 12 I J f - .e dL s CTJ 5E,,, + CYJ n J grad 
Bn (0) 0 Bn (0) 
2T]0 0 
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( 2) f (0 !) using 2 . 4 , or any ~ E , 4 , where .e J ( x) = u J ( 0 ) + x , grad u J (0) . 
By (2.24) and (2.43), we then see that 
(2.45) 
L + E1 .. _/(2n+2)~) < C(E}a v 
~" "" 
C l/(2n+2) < 3El a ' 
since u is harmonic and since -a 
Now let l k n --'- 10k 
.e = ( .e ' ' ' ' :, .e ) ; IB. ----r ..U.'\ and let S be the n-dimen-
sional subspace graph(.e - .E,(O) ) , By (2 .24 ), (2.25), (2.27) and (2.45), 
we see that (2.44) yields 
(2.46) -n-2 2 
< c~ oE ... + c~ E.,. , 
4'1, ~ ... 
where ~ = (0, .E,(O)) , provided c3s~/( 2n+ 2 ) ~ ~ , Then, by Lemma 2,6, 
(2.47) 
If we require that 
(2.48) 
- 36 -
and so C2 . 47) becomes 
C2 . 49) ECO , 11P , S) -n-2 2 < 0n 6E.,. + Cr] E.,. . 
'-.,,I J "\. "\. 
We now select 11 so that C 2 l 2Cl-n/p) :n <-n . 
'J - 2 'I ) then select 6 
that -n-2 l 2Cl-n/p) Cr] os 2 11 ; now choose EO 
Finally choose 
such that C2.42) and 
C2 . 43) hold with this choice of 6 . such that 
C2 . 26) , C2.28), C2.36), and C2.48) hold, Then, with these choices, 
we can conclude that 
C2 . 50) C S) < 2Cl·-n/p)E CO 1Dn) E ,·, 0 ' 11 p ) - 11 ,', ' P ' .u., 
as required . C2.23) now follows easily since 
l 2 -n n J II p T M - p 11 dµ s 11 E ,', C O ' p ' IB. ) ' 
B CO) x IB.n 
11P 
so that using C2.50), the triangle inequal ity and the fact that 
n µCB CO))~ Cp yields the result. Thus the proof of Lemma 2 .7 is 
11P 
complete. 
We can now deduce the following decay estimate , 
LEMMA 2.8: For any a E CO, 1), p > n , if s E spt µ , p
1 
> O with 
B Cs ) Cu and 
pl 
µCB Cs)) 
pl 
< 2Cl - a ) , 
1- - C 2 . l ) , C 2 . 2 ) , C 2 . 3 ) and ( 2 . 9 ) ho ld., and if 
C J:_ f2p2 C 1-n/p)} <_ " E,., s p , T) = max {EC s , p , T) , v 
El l 
for all 
so 
- 37 -
or some TE G(n+k,n) ~ then there ~s S(s) E G(n+k)n) such that 
(2.51) ( rJ 2 ( 1-n / p ) 
< Cl- E~(~, P , T) p " 
or all r: 0 < r where C depends only on 
n, k, a and p , 
Proof: From Lemma 2,7 we see that there are · s
1 
- s
1
Cs, p) E G(n+k,n) 
and ri = ri(n, k, a, p) E (O, 1) such that 
provided that . [ sop(O £0pl] Hence the hypotheses of Lemma p s min . ~ 
' 
. 
1 
2 . 7 hold with p replaced by "Y)P and so replaced by s1 
' 
so that 
we may deduce the existence of s2 E G(n+k ,n) such that 
This procedure can be iterated to yield a sequence 
with 
{S.} c G(n+k,n) 
J 
( J < 2(1-n/p)E c~ j-1 E .,. s , "Y) P , S · ) - "Y1 .,. s , "Y1 P ) S · l ) 
" J " J-
for each J > l , By (2.23), we know that 
/IPS . - p /12 
S . l J J-
< j-1 CE.,. ( s > "Y) p , S . l) 
" J -
- 38 -
S c~2(l-n/p)(j-l)E~(s, P, T) , 
" 
and so, for f,>J >1 
' 
Hence there exists S(s) - S(s, p ) E G(n+k,n) such that 
(2 . 52) < C 2(1-n/p)jE ( T) ~ * ~' P, J > 1 
c::.nd 
(2 . 53) CE.,. ( s, p, T) , 
" 
So) if r E (0, p] , we can choose J > 0 such that 
. 1 . 
~J+ p < r S ~JP, and hence we have 
(2 . 54) E .,. ( s , r ~ S ( s ) ) 
" 
provided that O <rs p 
(2 . 54) implies that S(s) 
Now suppose 
[r] 2 ( 1-n/p) < C - E .,. ( s , p , T ) , p " 
and p S m~n[so;;S) , s0 p1 ] , Note that 
is independent of the choice of p , 
' 
then 
C (2.55) E(s, r, S(s)) <-
- n 
C 
< --
- n 
p 
p 
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< CE(s, -2....' T) + CE(s, P, T) 
EQ 
where we have used (2 . 53) (and also (2.26)) . We note that the constant 
C now depends on ~ which we have fixed by Lemma 2 .7. 
L, 0 ' 
Hence (2,54) and (2.55) imply that 
[ J 
2 ( 1-n/p) 
E .,. ( s , r , S ( s ) ) S C r E .,. ( s , p , T ) , 
.. ._ p .. ._ 
provided < < . rPCs ) 1 0 < r p _ minl ~ , p1 , where C depends only on 
1 J 
and p . This completes the proof 0£ Lemma 2 . 8 . n, k , a 
Our aim now is to remove the s dependence on the range of p 
for which (2.51) is valid , This is achieved by means of the monotoni-
city formula, using the £act that we have Holder decay of 
LEMMA 2, 9: For any a E ( o, 1 ), p > n there is a constant 
E2 = E2(n, k, a, p) E (0, 1) 
B Cs) Cu~ and 
pl 
such that if s E spt µ ., p
1 
> o with 
µ(B Cs)) 
pl 
< 2(1 - a) , 
if (2.1)~ (2,2) and (2.3) hold~ and if 
1 r2 2(l~n/p)} 
- max{E(c;,p,T), - p < s for all p < p
1 s2 - 2 
or some TE G(n+k,n) , then there &S S(s) E G(n+k,n) such that 
- 40 -
(2 . 56) 
[ 
r ]2(1 - n/p) 
E~_.Cs , r , S(s)) SC ~ E~Cs, P1, T) , 
. pl " 
or all r ; 0 < r < 
Proof: We suppose that s - 0 . From Lemma 2 . 8, we know that if 
then 
(2 , 57 ) E .,. ( 0 , r , S ( s ) ) 
" [r] 2 ( 1-n /p ) < C - E .,. ( 0 , p , T ) , p ,. 
for all r : 0 <rs p with 
and p(s ) satisfies 
where 
(2 . 58) 
µ(B (0)) 
p 
n 
u) p 
n 
~ 8(0) < EO , £or all p < p(s) 
SG0 E G(n+k,n) 
where is the constant from Lemma 2 .7. From the monotonicity form -
ula (1.11), we have 
µ(Bp(~:) (O)) 
u) p (s )n 
n 
Suppose now that 
(2 . 59) µ(BP(s)(O)) 
n 
wnp (s) 
- 8 ( O) 
- 8(0) 
< 
I x _L I 2 J dµ ( ) lxl n+2 B p( s ) 0 
then we have 
I 
dµ 
.1 
- 41 -
(2.59) + CE~(O, p(s), T) 
" 
PCs) From (2.57), we see that for any p s "'"--'-
~l 
(2.50) JP 1 J IIPT M - PS(t')i! 2dµdr S CE~,/0, p , T) . 
0 rn+l B (0) x s 
r 
But , by Fubini's theorem, 
lop 1 J II PT M - PS ( t' )' II 2 dµdr 
rn+l B (0) x s 
r 
so that (2.50) gives , writing p 
(2.51) 
< CE~(O, p(s), T) 
" 
- 42 -
where we have used (2.57) with r = p = p(s) . 
Also by the height bound, Lemma 2 . 2, since (2 . 26) holds (E
2 
< E
1
), 
(2.52) sup 
B (o)nspt µ 
r 
lrJ 2(1 -n/p )/( 2n+2 ) l/( 2n+2 ) < C - E~(O,p,T) , p " 
provided r P Cs ) and so - < p < 
~l 
- -
~l ' 
~lp 1 2 (2.53) fo J I p~ ( s ) ( X) I n+3 
r B ( 0) 
r 
But , using fubini's theorem again, 
and so) putting p = PCs) 
~l ' 
we have 
(2.54) 
C 1/n+l < E2 ' 
CE~(O, P, T)l/n+l dµdr < 
-
" 
- 43 -
where we have used (2 . 52) with r = p(s) - ~
1
p , 
Combining (2 . 59), (2 . 51) and (2 . 54) yields 
(2 . 55) 
µCB ( r )(O)) p -::, 
- 8(0) < Cc~/n+l . 
We now show that we can choose p(s ) and c2 to give a contradiction . 
First , by monotonicity (1 . 11) , 
(2 . 56 ) 
µ ( B (0 )) 
lim sup ~~P-~ 
n 
o-tp wnp 
µ ( B (0 )) 
(J 
< 
l 
n+2 
p 
2 
J I XJ_ I dµ 
B ( 0 ) 
p 
< .£ J IIP - p 112d C J IPJ_(x) 12dµ 
- n B ( O) TxM T µ + n+2 T p p B ( 0 ) p p 
C Co ) C Co -P ' T)l/n+l < E~ , p , T + E~ , 
n n ~l 
C 1/n+l < E2 
provided p < ~ 1 p1 , where we have used the he i ght bound again , Simi -
larly 
µCB (0 ) ) µ(B (0)) 2 (2 . 57) lim sup p - (J lim sup C J jx_1_j dµ - < n n - n+2 o-+p (JJ p wn a a+p (J B ( 0) n (J 
< 
C 1/n+l 
- E2 
' 
provided p < ~1 p1 (we need strict inequality here since 0 > p) . 
µ (B (0)) 
p 
n 
(JJ p 
n 
we have 
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for some p s ~1 p1 . Hence, using (2 66) and (2 . 57), we deduce the 
existence of a p(s) < ~lpl for which 
and 
c- ~ C 1/n+l < 
'-'Q E2 
µCB (0)) 
p 
n 
Cu p 
n 
- 8( 0) < EQ 
Therefore (2,65) gives 
that is 
µ(Bp(s)(O)) 
Cu (p(s))n 
n 
C 1/n+l < E2 ; 
~ 8( 0) 
for all p < p(s) . 
- 8( 0) 
Hence , choosing E2 < 
and the 
r ~:r+l 
proof of 
we have a contradiction, so that 
Lemma 2 , 9 is complete. 
Finally we remove the restriction that the excess be small over a 
range of p . 
LEMMA 2,10: For any a E (0 ~ 1) ) p > n ., there are constants 
E3 - E 3 (n) k a, p)' 111 - 111(n, k, a, p) E ( 0 ' 1) such that if - -
s1 E spt µ, pl> 0 with B Cs1 ) C U and pl 
- 45 -
µCB Ct)) 
,:)1 
< 2 ( l - a) , 
~ (2.1)~ (2.2) and (2.3) hold~ and i 
or some TE G(n+k ,n) ~ 
that 
Moreover 
(2 . 68) 
where C - C(n , k , a , p) 
Proof: By (2,7) we have 
(2 . 69) 
µ ( B (v ) ) 
(JS 
< 2(1 - c/2 ) 
provided 
(2.70) (as in 2 , 7) 
Now let o > 0 be arbitrary and let 
B ~ = { s E s pt µ n BR ( s): E ( s , a , T ) > 6 
~ t-'P l 
such 
P1 £or some a E (O, 10] } , 
. 1 
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Then , for s E B6 , there is 
pl 
a - aC s) E CO, 10 J such that 
by C2 . 69) . 
So by the Covering Lemma, Theorem 1.1, we can select d i sjoint 
B Cl; .), i 
a , l 
l 00 
pl 
= 2 , 3, ... , s uch that s i E B6 , ai ECO, 10 J , 
BB c u B5 Cs .) . 2 a . i i= l 
Hence 
so that 
C2 . 71) µ CB 6 ) < 
Now , since 
and 
C6µCB 5 Cl;.)) a . i 
l 
for sufficiently small 1 we see that, if 
C2.72) 
and if 
balls 
then there is 
and 
Hence ) if 
C2.73) 
µCB Ct;)) 
p 
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with sf Bo , Hence we have 
for all p < 
< 2 Cl - a/2) for all 
then Lemma 2 . 9 implies that there is S - SCt;) E GCn+k,n) with 
E .,. C s , r , S ) 
" [
rJ2Cl-n/p) p1 
< C - E .,. C s ' l O ' T ) , 
for all r with 
Now l e t r = 
p " l 
pl 
O < r < -
- 10 Since we see that 
(rJ2Cl-n/p)[ r ]n 
< Cl- l/2n EJs, 
pl r-E 3 pl 
pl 
10 ' T) 
with 
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(2 . 74) l/2n 1 111 + E3 < 10 . 
' 
then if 
(2.75) 
Choosing ~l so that C11~(l-n/p) 
(2 . 72), (2.73)) (2.74) and (2.75) 
1-n/p 
::: 111 and 
hold yields the 
E 3 SO that (2.70) , 
result . (2.58) 
follows as in the proof of Lemma 2 .7, and so the lemma is proved. 
We can finally prove Theorem 2 ,1, 
By (2 . 7) we have 
µ ( B ( ' )) 
CJ 
< 2(1 - a/2 ) 
provided 
For 'E BR (0) n spt µ , 
t--'PQ 
provided 
(2.76) 
We assume 
for all 
for all 
so - 0 and 
s E BR ( 0 ) 
t--'PQ 
Po 
CJ; 0 < CJ < 2 
(as in 2 ,7), 
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Hence Lemma 2 . 10 implies the existence of s1 E G(n+k ,n ) , with 
Thus we can iterate, as in the proof of Lemma 2 . 8 , to obtain a sequence 
{S . } c G(n+k , n ) wi th 
J 
< (1 -n /p )jE (Y Po n) 
- 111 ~·- s ' 2 ' JR ' 
for each J > l , By ( 2 . 68 )
3 
ll p ~ p 11 2 s . s 
. l J ]-
< c (1-n /p )j E (Y Po n) 
111 ~·- s ' 2 ' JR ' 
for each J > l . Thus , for t > J > 0 , 
and so there is S( z;: ) E G(n+k , n ) with 
(2 , 77 ) < C (1 - n/p ) jE (0 n ) 
111 ~·- ' PO ' JR ' 
and 
(2 . 78) II P P 112 ( n S ( s ) - JR n < CE ~·- 0 ; PO ' JR ) 
. J 
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( 0' 
Po 
such that Now if r E -) there lS J > 0 2 ' -
j+l Po s '1] Po that '1 - < r -
' 
so 2 2 
(2.79) 
[ ] 
( 1-n/p) 
E,.,(::;;, r, S(()) < C :0 E,._(o, Po, :Rn) , 
for each s E BR (0) n spt µ and each 
!-'Po 
(2.79) give 
Po 
0 < r < -
- 2 Also, (2.78) and 
Po 
r E (0, 
2 
) 
so that Lemma 2.2 (with ! - El/( 2n+ 3 )) gives that 
(2.80) spt µ n BR (0) C graph f, 
1-'lPO 
where f _ ( 1 k Bn~ (O) ~JRk f , ..• ,f ): 
lpO 
is a Lipschitz function with 
(2.81) l/(2n+3) C l/(2n+2) Lip f < E ? sup J f j < E Po 
provided that 
(2.82) 
We now claim that 
(2.83) 
If not, then by (2,80) we could choose 
Po 
0 < 0 S 2 with 
(2.84) 
and 
(2 . 84 ) 
(2 . 85 ) 1 - --
n 
u) p 
n 
2 ( 1 - a/4 ) 
< ----
2 ( 1 - a/4 ) 
<----
n 
u) p 
n 
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J dHn 
B Cs , ) n s pt µ p .l 
J J ( F )d Ln 
Bn( s 1' )n (IB.nrvBn( S: )) 
p (J 
where we have used ( 2 , 7 ) (wi t h E and p suff i c i ent ly small) and where 
J(F) is the Jacobi an of t he map F( x ) = ( x , f ( x )) and sati s fi es 
ls J(F ) < l + Cjgrad fJ 2 s l + Cs 21 ( 2n+3 ) ) by ( 2 . 81). Hence ( 2 , 85 ) 
becomes 
Letting p { 0 we obtai n 
C 2/(2n+3 ) a a ecs:l) < 7s + l - 4 < l ~ B 
• .c 
l.1 
(2 . 86) C 2/ (2n+3) < a 7 s - 8 ' 
which contradicts the fact that 8(S:1 ) > l , Thus (2 , 83) holds , 
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Now for E 
s Cs) = graph .es 
with I grad .e~ I 
sufficiently small, £or each s E B(~lp0)/ 2 Co) n spt µ, 
where .es = C .e~ , . .. , .e~) : IBn -+ IBk is a linear function 
s 1, j = 1, ... ,k . Hence C2 , 79) now yields, using (1.3), 
C2.87) 1 
n 
r 
[ 
r J Cl-n/p) n 
< C P E;,_( 0, Po , IB ) , 
0 
where s 1 = P n Cs ) , for 
IB ' 
provided E, is sufficiently 
small in C2.81). Letting r + 0 in C2.87), we see that 
Thus, 
using the triangle inequality, we see that 
C2 . 88 ) 
n for L -a.e, xl, x2 E 
n 
BC~lp0)/8CO) Since f lS Lipschitz, C2.8 8) 
holds for every n xl, x2 E BC~lp0)/8CO) 
' 
so that f lS a 
cl ,~Cl-n /p ) ~l function . The theorem now follows with f = u and 
~o 
-
- 8 
provided E satisfies the above constraints , 
' 
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CHAPTER 3 
In the last chapter we proved regularity £or varifolds satisfying 
suitable hypotheses on the density ((2.4)) and the excess ((2.5)). The 
task of this chapter is to prove regularity without the constraint upon 
the density . This, of course, imposes a stronger hypothesis upon the 
supporting rectifiable set . 
We suppose, as in Chapter 2 , that 
(3,1) 
f b U ]Rn+k or some open su set c ~ 
(3,2) 
and 
(3.3) 
8 > 1 µ-a , e . in U, 
(JjHjpdµ)l/p < f < oo, 
u 
In addition, we suppose that 
with 
p > n . 
(3.4) spt µnu - graph f nu ' 
where f is a T~-valued Lipschitz function, defined over some 
T0 E G(n+k,n) , with Lipschitz constant bounded by L0 < oo . 
Also, if u1 cc U , then, by monotonicity, for any s E u1 
1 < G(s) < oo , 
-· 54 -
so that by the compactness of u1 and the upper semi-continuity of 8, 
we see that 
(3.5) 
for some 11 < 
00
• 
For any 1 2 < oo, we let 
(3.6) G1 (T0 ) - {T E G(n+k,n) : 2 
sup IP* (x)I < 1 2 } . Tn{x : jPT (x) i=l} 0 
0 
Note that if TE G1 (T0 ) , then T may be written as a graph over 2 
T0 with Lipschitz constant bounded by 1 2 . Also note that spt µ n U 
need not have a 1-1 projection onto any such T , 
Then we have 
THEOREM 3,l: Suppose p > n, 1 2 < 00 are g~ven , -Then there exist con-
stants f, = E(n, k, p, LO' 11, 1 2), ~o = ~o(k, 1o) E (0, 1) and 
C = C(n 7 k, p _ LO ' 11, 12) < 00 such that if (3.1),(3.2), (3.3) and 
( 3 . 4) hold., and if so E spt µ, Po > 0 with B Cs0 ) C Ul and Po 
or some T1 E G1 (T0 )., then there are a linear isometry 
]Rn+k 
2 1 k 
and a u = (u , ... ,u) E 
q of 
and 
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1 ~(1-n/p) ~ sup ju I+ supiDuj + Po 
Po 
sup 
n 
x,yEBR (0) 
t-'QPO 
xt y 
< C(E~( T) f ~(l-n/p)) so, Po , 1 + Po · 
J Du( x )-Du(y :1J 
I 1
~(1 -n /p) 
x-y 
REMARK : We prove in Chapter 5 (see Theorem 5,7) that, modulo a scaling 
factor) 11 is in fact bounded by a constant depending only on n, k, 
p and the LP norm of H (and, in particular, 1
1 
is independent of 
the subdomain u1 ) . 
The proof of Theorem 3,1 is similar to that of Theorem 2 . 1, the 
main differences lying in the height bound and Lipschitz approximation 
lemma (which we derive in Lemmas 3.2 and 3,3 below) and in the require-
ment that each tangent plane in the iterative procedure lies in G
1
(T
0
) 
f or some L < 00 • We therefore make frequent allusions to the proofs of 
the lemmas in Chapter 2, 
then 
(3.7) 
We begin by noting that i£ s E spt µ) p > 0 , with Bp(s) c U
1 
, 
µ (B Cs )) 
p 
n 
u) p 
n 
< 
1 
n 
u) p 
n 
n 
u) p 
n 
J 8dHn 
B Cs )nspt µ p 
J dHn 
B Cs)nspt µ p 
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Throughout this chapter C will denote a constant depending only 
on the known quantities of Theorem 3 . 1 , that is n , k, p, 10 , 11 
and 
1 2 . Using the Poincare inequality and the monotonicity formula, we 
now prove an height bound analogous to (2 . 8) , 
LEMMA 3.2: Suppose that (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) hold~ and that 
- fpl - n/p < ~ s E spt µ, p > 0 with Bp(s) c U1 and _ 2 Then there 
exists y1 - y1 (k, 10 ) E (0, 1) such that 
.0 
< CE(s , P, T)l/(2n+2 ) 
' 
Proof: We suppose that that s - 0 and that 
spt µnu - graph f nu ' 
where 1 k n k f::: (f , ... , f ); IB. -+IB. is Lipschitz, with Lip f < 1 0 . We 
let n T E G
1 
OR ) , 
2 
so that 
T - graph t 
where 1 k n k ,e::: (t , ... ,t ): IB. -+IB. is linear and 
each J • Then, by the Poincare inequality, 
(3 . 8) 1 
n 
(5 
< 
1 
n-1 
(5 
for 
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for any a> 0 ) where A. . = ).._ .( a) 
J J 
Hence (3.8) implies that, using 
(1 . 3) and the Schwarz inequality, 
(3.9) 1 J dist(x-).._,T)dµ 
an B (0) 
a 
1 
< Ca - J 
n 
a BI 2 Vl+kL0 a 
< CaE(O, v71+kL~ a, T)~ 
where A = ( 0, A.1 , ... , A.k ) . 
(3 . 9) yields 
Put y 1 and 
(3 .10) J dist(x-A., T)dµ < Cpn+lE(O, p, T)~ 
B (0) yp 
-a yp 1 
Now let ~ E Byp/ 2(0) n spt µ ; 
nicity implies that 
then, for 0 < 'T < yp' 
then 
rnonoto-
If dist(~~A.,T) > T, B'T/2Cs) c Byp(O) n {x; dist(x-).._)T) >; }, so 
that 
n 'T 
T < Cµ({x EB (O); dist(x-A,T) > -2 J , yp 
But (3.10) implies that 
µ({x EB (0): dist(x- ).._,T) yp > ; } < 
2 J dist(x- ).._, T)dµ 
'TB (0) 
yp 
Cpn+l ~ 
< , E(O, p, T) 2 , 
'T 
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and so 
n+l ~ n+l ~ < CE(O, p, T) p . 
Since ~EB 12 (0) n spt µ was arbitrary, we see that yp 
sup dist(x-\,T) < CE(O, p , T)l/( 2n+2 )P. 
Byp/ 2(o)nspt µ 
Since 0 E Byp/ 2(0) n spt µ j 
deduce that 
we can use the triangle inequality to 
sup µdist[:, rJ s CE(O, p, T)l/( 2n+2 ) , 
Byp/2 (o)nspt 
and Lemma 3.2 is proved with l 
We now prove a version of the Lipschitz approximation lemma which 
appl i es to this graphical setting , The proo£ 7 using Lemma 3.2, is 
merely an adaptation of the proof £or the usual setting. 
LEMMA 3.3: Suppose that (3.1), (3,2), (3,3) and (3.4) hold~ and that 
- - r 1-n/p l o E spt µ p > o with BP(O) c u1 and p s 2 , Then> if 
JRn E G1 (T0 ) ~ there is a constant ~l = ~1 (k, L0 ) E (O, y1 ) such that 2 
i. f, E ( O ., l J, then there is a Lipschitz f unction 
Lip f 1 < E , 
l/(2n+2) 
sup If 1 1 s CpE( 0, p , ]Rn) 
l n 
-;-H (((graph f 1 rv stµ ) U (spt µf'J graph £1 ) n B~ ( 0) ) p ~lp 
< 
C n 
--- E( 0 , p , 1R ) , 
e2n+2 
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and 
n 2n+2 _g_ { c,;: E spt µ n B ( 0) : E (', CJ ,IB. ) S t Va E ( 0, lO )} c graph fl 
~lp 
Proof: We let n E - E(O, P, IR ) and 
Now let x, y E G / then, by Lemma 3 . 2, with s p replaced by 
X J 
lx-y I 
10y
1 
Replacing 
respectively , we have 
e by e (notice that 2C(n+k) 
1 
f, E (O;; 2C(n+k) ), but the 
validity of the theorem for f, in this range implies its validity for 
any E::: 1) we see that 
e 
< 2(n+k) jx - yj ·· x, y E G , 
Since jx - yj this impl ies that 
I 
.l .l p ( X) - p (y) I 
IRn IRn 
and so by the extension theorem , Theorem 1,2, 
G c graph £1 , 
where is a Lipschitz function: with 
By Lemma 3 . 2, we can assume (by truncating £1 if necessary) that l/(2n+2) 
supjf1 j S CE(O P , IRn) p , 
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Now, by definition of G , for each 
there is a(s) E (0, fo ) such that 
and so , by ( 3 .7), we have 
Hence by the covering theorem, Theorem 1 .1, we can select 
s 1 ; s 2 , . , , E B(y p )/ 2 (0) ""G such that 1 
{B Cs .) } is a di sjoint coll-
a j J 
ect ion Ca .= a Cs . )) and {BS Cs . )} 
J J aj J covers B(ylp)/ 2 (0) ,.,__, G . Thus, 
sett ing s = sj and summing over J ' we have 
(3.11) µ (B(ylp )/2(0) ""G) < C J IIPT M - p 112dµ ' 
e2n+2 B (0) X ]Rn 
and so) since e > 1 
' 
(3 .12 ) 
C 
<---
e2n+2 
We now prove that 
(3.13) n H ((graph f 1 "" spt 
Let ' E ( graph f 1 "" spt µ) n 
p 
n n E(O) P, JR )p 
µ ) n B ( y l p)/ 8 ( 0 ) ) < -
C 
- e2n+2 
B(ylp)/4(0) and let 
E(O n n P , JR )p . 
a E ( 0 , Y1P ) --2 be 
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such that B012 Cs) n spt µ = ¢ and (such 
exists since O E spt µ) . Then the monotonicity formula~ ( 1 . 9) , 
implies that 
µ(B Cs)) 
0 
< C J 
B ( z;: ) 
0 
2 
I cx-s)J_,2 
. J_ dµ 
I ln+2 X-s 
dµ 
dµ + J 1/P 
B Cs ) TxM 
0 
2 
dµ + µ(B Cs)~ F ) 
0 
0 
where F = graph f
1 Since P _1_ (x-yJ < Ct for x , y E F n B Cs ) ~ 0 0 
(since Lip £1 S .e ) , we see that 
µCB Cs)) CCtµCB Cs)) + µCB Cs ) ~ F) + 2 < J II p T M - p II dµ ) -0 0 0 B Cs ) X IB.n 0 
Since we can take Ct l (the theorem valid this case implies it < - in 
- 2 
is valid for all .e E CO) l]) ~ we obtai n 
(3 . 14) µCB Cs)) 
0 < ccµCB Cs) /"'v r) + 1 //PT M - P 11
2dµ) 
G B Cs) X IB.n 
0 
Since spt µ n B30/4Cs) ! ¢ ) we see that µCB Cs)) > Can so that 
0 
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C3 .14) implies that 
n CCµCB Ct) rv F) + J IIPT M - p 112dµ ) CJ < - CJ B Ct) X JRn 
CJ 
Writing t' - P CzJ we obtain -
' JRn 
LnCBn Ct ')) CCµCCBnCt') C3 .15) < 
-Sa CJ 
+ 
Since C3 .15) is true £or all 
k 
xJR) n BC )/2CO) rv F) Y1P 
2 
- r II dµ ) 
JRn 
we may apply the covering t heorem again to obtain 
C 
< ---
.e2n+2 
n n ECO~ p , JR )p 
' 
by C3 . ll ). Since Lip £1 < 1 , this gives C3 .13) , Combining C3 .12) 
and C3 . 13 ) gives the result with 
By virtue 0£ Lemmas 3 . 2 and 3 , 3~ the proof of Theorem 3 . 1 is now 
very similar to that of Theorem 2 . 1 . We proceed now as in Chapter 2 : 
for s E spt µ and s 0 > 0 , we can find pCs) = pCs, s 0 ) such that 
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(3.16) 
µ(B Cs)) 
p 
- ec s) for all p < p(s) . 
Then we can proveJ exactly as in Lemmas 2 . 3 and 2 . 4, the following two 
lemmas . 
LEMMA 3.4: Suppose that (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) hold., that 
s E spt µ, pl> 0 
and that 
E .. .C s, p, T) 
" 
that (3.16) holds with 
for all p < p1 , 
for some TE G1 (T0 ) and some 
2 
' 
Then 
LEMMA 3. 5: For any p > n., 12 < 00 ., there are constants 
~ 1 , E1 , 0 0 E (0, ~) ~ depending only on n, k, p, 1 0 , L1 j 1 2 such 
that if s E spt µ , pl> 0 With B ( s) C U l ., if ( 3 .1), ( 3 . 2) , 
pl 
(3.3) and (3.16) hold~ and if 
IE.,. ( s , 0, T ) - max { E ( s , 
" 
or some so E G2L (To), TE GL (To) 
2 2 
and some 
then there i S = S(s, p) E G(n+k,n) such that 
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Moreover 
(3 .17) 
We can now prove the analogues to Lemmas 2 , 8 and 2 . 9 , wh ich we com-
bine into a s i ngle lemma . 
LEMMA 3. 6: For any p > n ~. 1 2 < 00 there i s a constant 
E2 = E2 (n k , P , Lo , Ll, 12 ) E ( 0 , 1) such that if s E spt µ , P1 > 0 ~ 
with B Cs ) c U ~ if ( 3 . 1 ) . ( 3 . 2 ), ( 3 . 3 ) and ( 3 . 4) hold and if 
pl 
for all P < p l ' 
or some T1 E G1 (T0 ) ~ 2 
then there & S S( s ) E G21 ( T0 ) such that 2 
[ ]
2 (1 -n /p ) 
(3 . 18 ) E,.,( 1;, r , S(i; )) < C :l E1,( i; , r1 , T1 ) , 
or all r : O < r < p1 . 
Proof ~ Our main concern here i s to ensure that the subspaces of the 
iteration procedure lie in G21 (T0 ) From Lemma 3 , 5 , we see that 
2 
there are s1 = S1 (s, p) E G(n+k,n) and ~l E (0, l) such that 
provided and that is sufficiently small . 
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Also from (3 . 17), 
so that if is sufficiently small so that the 
hypotheses of Lemma 3 . 5 hold with p replaced by ~
1
p and s
0 
re-
placed by s1 . Hence we may iterate as in the proof of Lemma 2 . 8 to 
deduce the existence of a sequence 
S . 
J converging to S( s ) - S(s, p ) E G2L ( T0 ) , 2 
(3 . 19 ) II P ~ 
:::i . 
J 
- p 112 < E ( T ) Tl C3 * s, P, 1 < 
and 
(3 . 20) 
J > 1 ' 
J > 1 ' 
provided that s 2 is sufficiently small so that (3 . 19) and (3 . 2) imply 
that {S . , S(s)} c G2L (T0 ) , J 2 
Therefore we conclude, as in the proof of Lemma 2 . 8, that 
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We may now proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.9 to deduce 
that 
for all r; 0 < r < provided that we take sufficiently small . 
The restriction that the excess be small over a range of p can 
now be removed exactly as in the proof 0£ Lemma 2 ,10, 
LEMMA 3.7: For any p > n, 12 < 00 _, theI'e are constants E3_, ~ E (O,l) 
depending only on n, k, p, 10 } 11 , 1 2 , such that if s1 E spt µ, 
pl> 0 
and if 
with B ( sl) c U if ( 3 .1), ( 3. 2) , ( 3 . 3) and ( 3. 4) hold_, pl 1 ., 
or some T2 E G1 (T0 ) _, then there ~s s - S(s1 , p1 ) E G(n+k,n) 2 
such that 
E ( ~ S) _< ~(l-n/p)E,,~(~
1
. T) 
~·: sl' ~pl' ·' ·· s ' pl) 2 · 
Moreover 
(3.21) 
We can now prove Theorem 3.1. Our main concern again is to ensure 
that the subspaces obtained from the iteration are contained in 
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We assume that so - 0 and Tl = JRn For any - . 
' 
E B(p0)/2(0 ) n spt µ 
' 
E~,. ( t ' 
Po 
' JRn ) n n - < 2 E.,. ( 0 , Po ' JR ) < E3 2 -
" 
-
' 
provided that 
Thus, us ing Lemma 3,7, we can iterate in the usual way to obtain a 
sequence 
and 
(3 . 22) 
(3 . 23 ) 
and 
( 3 . 24 ) 
for each 
{S . } c G2L (To) with s. 
J 2 J 
li p - p 11
2 
< 
sj ]Rn 
converg ing to S(') E G
21 
(T
0
) 
2 
' 
and each provided 
that E is suffic i ently small so that (3 22 ) and (3.23) imply that 
{Sj , S( t )} c G21 ( T0 ) (we use Lemma 3 . 7 with 1 2 replaced by 212 ) . 2 
Also (3 . 23) and (3 . 24 ) give 
so that Lemma 3 . 3 (with t - El/( 2n+ 3 ) gives that 
(3 . 25) 
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spt µ n BR (0) C graph fl , 
t-'lpO 
1 k 
B; (0) -+ ]Rk a Lipschitz function with where fl - (fl' ''' ,fl): lS -
1Po 
(3 . 26) Lip f
1 
< 
l/(2n+3) 
supjf1 j < 
C l/(2n+2) 
-
E 
' 
- E Po 
' 
provided that 
(3.27) (2n+2)/(2n+3) E > CSE 
N ]Rn ow J since can be written as a Lipschitz graph over 
then we can select s sufficiently small in ( 3 . 26) to ensure that 
graph f 1 can be written as a Lipschitz graph over T0 
, We choose 
~2 E (0, ~1 ) 1 depending only on k and L0 , such that 
(3 . 28) 
and suppose that there is 
with x f spt µ . Then we can find an open ball B c T
0 
with 
.l 
x EB x T
0 
, 
graph f n ( B x T.l ) n BR ( 0 ) - ¢ , 
0 t-'lPO 
by (3 . 4) and (3.25) . But (3 . 28) now implies that 
graph f n (BX T~) - ¢, 
which contradicts the properties of a graph . Hence 
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(Of course we could have avoided the above analysis by using the rep-
resentation graph f , but this would not yield the required estimates) . 
The rest of the proof is now identical to the final part of the 
proof of Theorem 2 . 1 . 
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CHAPTER 4 
Suppose that V = v(M, e) is a rectifiable n-varifold in ]Rn+k 
with generalised mean curvature Po k HE L Cµ,JR.n+ ), Po >n, in 
LJ C JR.n+k and that spt µ n LJ = graph U n U , where 
is in for some a E (0, 1) ' 
with Q = P (U) connected . The aim of this 
JR.n 
higher regularity prevails, and in fact that 
chapter is to show that a 
2 , p 
u E w1 °CS2) and 
- l,Po 
8( x) = 8( x , u ( x) ) E W ( Q) , for x E Q • 
oc 
We write the first variation formula (2.1) in non-parametric form; 
(4.1) J e vg ieD i l - -J8H Y) < i s n g e11 -
-Q 
J e ,Jg g111eD UJ D Y) - - f 8Hn+j11 l < J < k -Q m e - - ' 
for l Y) E C0 (Q) , where Vg(x)H(x , u(x)) = (H' (x), ... , Hn+k(x)) , x E Q , 
and Hs E L Po ( Q) ' s = l, ... ,n+k, where Po> n . Because the res-
ults we obtain hold quite generally) as well as in order- to simplify 
the exposition, we consider, instead of (4,1), the following system of 
equations , 
(4.2) s J 8(x) c:? . (Du)D.,i 
S2 i i 
s 
- -f8H 11 
Q 
and we prove 
- S IB.nk 9 .: 
-+ :m. i.s 
l 
THEOREM 4.1: Suppose 
has a cl right that 9~ 
i 
-Y-i lDnk qJ , : .l.", -+ 
s which i.s cl .ror each l 
l < s s n+k , 
cl or each n+k l < s s 
-
' 
i.nverse., that i.s there i.s 
< s s n+k, l < J < n and satis ~ - - -
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(4 . 3) p E IB.nk ' 
that the following skew symmetry condition holds . 
(4 . 4) 
for all nk pEIB ,l:::t< k 1 < 
' -
i, J'.) m :s n and that the last k 
equations of (4. 2 ) form a strongly P-elliptic system., that ~s 
k 
(4.5) L 
s t=l 
' 
or all with Jp I < p J and all k n ~EIB,sEIB ., where 
Suppose also that 1 k k u = (u , ... ,u ); Q ~JR . 1,-S ~n 
or some a E ( 0. 1) 
' 
with supJDuJ s p ., and that u solves (4. 2 ) , 
Q 
00 n 
and with 8 E L ( Q)' 1 :s 8 < L L -a,e, ~n Q J 
- 1 
l n+k p (H J ... ,H ) E L 0 ( Q , IB.n+k) for Po > n :, then 
2
,Po k 
u E W1 (Q, IB ) , oc 
l,p 
8 E w-- O ( Q ) , 
and 
(4 . 6 ) D . 8 ( X) - HS ( x) • ¥ J ( Du ( X) ) , 
J s 
n L - a . e . ln Q 1 < J < n . 
REMARKS: 1 . If Hs _ 0, l :s s < n+k, then (4,6) shows that 8 is 
constant . 
2 . For the system (4.1), Theorem 4 . 1 is true if Hs E L2 (Q), 
1 :S s :S n+k . This will become evident from remarks we shall make 
throughout the proof , 
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The proof of Theorem 4.1 proceeds through an iteration technique 
acting upon the functions e and Du in the Besov spaces :Y' 2 J{ 
YE (0, 1) , (introduced in Chapter 1) . The conditions (4.3) and 
(4.4) imply a formula for the distributional derivatives of 8, (4.28), 
from which we can deduce) by an inequality we derive in Lemma 4.3, 
that e is in The use of (4.5) in a standard diff-
. h h Du E -rrY, 2( n , ~n+k) erence quotient arguments ows tat ul Ju ~ (Lemma 4 . 6), 
from which the above mentioned iteration can then proceed. 
We begin by proving a simple lemma concerning mollifiers and diff-
erence quotients . Throughout this chapter C will denote a constant 
depending only on the known quantities (and, in particular, independent 
of h) . 
LEMMA 4 . 2: Let · f E L q(Q), q ::: 1 ., and suppose that for all h with 
o < h s h 0 
such that 
and for all z E B
1
(0)., there are constants 
Then there ~s a constant c., independent of h., such that 
(4.7) ilfh - £// S2 q, h 
0 
and 
(4 . 8) 
' 
,.,Or all o < h < h 0 . 
and y 
Proof: 
and 
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1/q 
J (f(y) - f(x))p[x~y]dy \x) 
Bh (x) 
1/q 
< C( J J I f(x + hz) - f(x) I qdxdz) 
Bl Qh 
0 
' 
1/q 
f ( f ( y ) - f ( X ) ) Dy< p [ X ~ y) ) d y \x ) 
Bh(x) 
1/q q 
< f ( J J 6 hf ( x ) dxdz ) 
h B Q z 
1 h 0 
The following inequalities play an important role in the proof of 
Theorem 4 . 1 . 
LE MMA 4.3: Let f E Lq(Q), q ~ 1; then if o < h s h0 and if 
zEaBl(O)' 
(4 . 9) < h( J 
Qh 
0 
+2f 1h 1 I/ J f(y)D ((x . - y .)p[x- yJ)dy// n dt, 
i~l O tn+ 1 B ( x) y i l i t q ,.:iGh 
t 0 
i, 1 s q < 00 and 
(4 . 10) sup 
x E~22h 
0 
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s h sup I J:__ ( J f ( y ) D p [X ~ y J d y ) . z ) 
xE~ jhn Bh(x) y 
0 
n 
+ 2 L Jh 1 sup 
i=l O tn+l 
X ES°2h 
0 
f f ( y ) D ( ( X . - y . ) p [X - y J ) d y 
1
, d t , 
B (x) yi i i t 
t 
where (4 . 10 ) is taken in the sense that the inequality holds for some 
member of the equivalence class 00 f E L ( Q) • 
Proof : We assume t hat the right hand s i des of (4 . 9) and (4 . 10) are 
finite, otherwise the inequalities are trivial . Let 
then 
and so 
- tl ff(y)D p[x-yJ(x . - y . )dy y . t l l 
l 
dg -
dt 
n t g(t) 
- tl Jf(y)D (p[x-yJ(x. - y . ))dy, y . t l l 
l 
and let 
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that lS 
l ff ( y ) D (~x -y l ( x , ~ Y , ) ) d Y , 
n+l y . t i i t l 
Integrating over t , we see that 
(4 . 11) < I !.1. l l J ff ( y ) D ( p [X -y l ( x . - y . ) ) d y I d t 
. 1 r n+ y . t i i i= t l 
If 1 sq< 00 , then (4 . 11) yields, using Minkowski's inequality, 
(1.4), 
(4 . 12) 1/fh - f 11 
r q, Qh 
0 
< 
1/q 
< Ic J Jh ·l Jf(y)D ( p[x- yJcx . - y . ))dyJdtlqdx) 
- r n+l y . t l l i=l ~Gh t l 
0 
1/q 
l l ( J I J f ( y ) D ( p [ x - yJ ( x . - y . ) ) d y I q d x ) d t 
n+ n y . t l l t uGh l 
0 
< I Jh 1 1/Jf(y )DY. ( p [xt-y] (xl. - y . ))dy l/ n dt 
i=l Q tn+l l l q,uGh 
0 
Using the triangle inequality and letting r + 0 , we see that (4.12) 
implies 
(4.13) II fh - f/1 " q ,uGh 
0 
Now if x E Q 2h , 0 
< I J ho 1 1 j If f ( y ) D ( p [ X -yJ ( X • - y . ) ) d y II n d t . 
i=l tn+ Yi t l l q,0Gh 
0 
(4.14) 
so that 
(4 . 15) 
Also 
(4.16) 
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h 
I I 6z f h I lq ~ Q 
2 
h 
0 
S hllD fh// n 
Z q ,JGh 
0 
h 
ll~zf 1/q n 
,JG2h 
0 
< 11 f ( X + h z ) - fh ( X + h z ) + fh ( X ) - f ( X ) 11 
< llf(x + hz) - fh(x + hz)II n 
q , we 2h 
0 
+ /lf (x) - fh(x)/1 Q 
q, 2h 
0 
< 21/f(x) - fh(x)II Q 
q, h 
0 
q:.S"22h 
0 
Combining (4.13), (4.15) and (4.16) yields (4,9), 
Now (4.11) implies that, for O <rs h , 
< I / 1 1 sup I Jf(y)D (p [xt-Y.i ( x. - y .))dy I dt i=l O tn+ Qh y i ) l __ i 
0 
Hence fr converges uniformly in Qh to a continuous function, which 
0 
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we denote by f J satisfying 
(4 . 17) 
_J:_l sup I J f (y) Dy ( p [X -y J ( X . - y . ) ) d y I d t . 
n+ , . t l l 
t i)1i l 
0 
Since (4 . 15) and (4 .16) both hold with the supremum norm instead of the 
Lq norm, (4 . 10) now follows , 
Lemmas 4 . 2 and 4 , 3 yield the following characteri sation of func, 
tions in Besov spaces in terms of certain di stributional deri vatives , 
LEMMA 4.4 : Suppose that f E Lq(Q ) , 1 < q < 00 and that there are - ) 
f] ,l f] E Lq(Q ), '"'-'] qo 1 < . with fh EL (Q), - l , J < n , 0 < h s h0 ) h ' h -
n '"'-'] C qo - -- //fh/lq Q < - 1-Y ' - ' 0 ' 
(4 . 18 ) //f~//q ,Q < Ch y - l 
or each 1 < . . 
_ i , J Sn and each o < h < h 0 ) where y E (0, 1 ) and 
C is independent of h ) and with 
(4 .19) 
1 
or each ~ E c0 (S"2 ) , 1 < J < n and o < h < h0 , Then 
(4 . 20) JCY ' q(Q ) 1 < q < 00 
ho -
f E 
CO?y(Q ) q - 00 -
ho 
Con ersely~ if 
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xY , q(S-G) l < q < 00 
-
f ,,. C: 
CO ' y( Q) q - 00 -
l 
then there are unctions 
< Chy 
' 
< ChY- 1 
l < i , J < n , o < h < h 0 ) such that 
1 
or each ~ E c0 (Qh ), l < J < n ) and o < h < h0 . 0 
Proof: Suppose f i rs t t hat f E J{y ' q (Q), l < q < 00 , t hen Lemma 4 . 2 
implies that 
' 
and 
' 
for all O < h < h0 , and , t rivi ally , 
The q - 00 case follows similarly , 
If now (4 .18) and (4 .19) hold, let z E B
1 
(0 ) and O < h < h
0 
. 
For x E Q(h +h)/2 , 0 
in (4 . 19) , then 
so that 
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let 
' 
r'r'] [x-y] + Jrh(y)p ~ dy , 
1/D .fhl! n S ~ 1/f~ 'il / n + Cllf~/1 n + Chy-l 
J q 'o)(j ( h + h ) / 2 q ' o)(j q ' o)(j 
Hence 
(4 . 21) 
0 
/ID f II 
z h q ,Q(h +h)/2 
0 
< Chy-l 
J - l:. ···,n. 
n 
< L IID . f z . II j =l J h J q, Q(h +h )/2 
0 
< ChY-1 
For x E Q(ho+h)/ 2 , O <ts h , 1 s J s n , let 
in ( 4 . 19) then 
(4 . 22) II f ( y ) D ( ( X . - y . ) p [ X -yJ ) d y 11 
Yj J J t q .Q (h
0
+h)/2 
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J rx-y] < 11 I ft c Y H xJ. - Y . ) P - a Y II 
J t q,Q(h +h)/2 
0 
+ llf~(y)p[x;y] (x. - Y · )dyll n 
] ] q 'JG ( h +h) / 2 
0 
+ t II J £ j ~ i ( y )( X . - y . ) D . p [ X - yJ d y II 
t J J J t q ,Q(h +h)/2 
0 
Using Lemma 4.3, if 1 < q < oo • then (4,9) implies that 
' 
so that If q - oo, then (4.10) similarly implies 
that f E 
We shall also require the following simple lemma, 
LEMMA 4.5: Suppose 
ffD.~ - ff] , lD.~ + ffhJ~ 
Q J Q h l Q 
q < 00 
- ., satisfies 
1 
or all ~ E c0 (Q), 1 < J s n, o < h < h0 < 1 , where 
ati 
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/I f] II < Ch y+~-1 h q, S°G 
or all 
then 
1 s i, j s n, o < h s h
0 
Proof: Write 
for O < h < ho , 1 < i, J < n . 
. . 
JfD .~ - Jg~ 'lDi~ + Jg~~ 
Q J 
for all ~ E C~ ( Q ) and 
so that Lemma 4 , 4 gives that 
h~/Cl-~) s h0 , if h0 s 1) . 
Then 
where 0 < y, ~ < 1 
( since 
and _"C_ < 1 
1 - ~ - ., 
A useful property of the spaces xY~ 2 (Q ) is exhibited in the 
following regularity lemma . The proof is merely an adaptation of the 
difference quotient method , 
LEMMA 4 .6: Let vs E c1 (~) , 1 < s s k., be a solution to the sys tem 
(4 . 23) s J w ( x )1¥ . ( Dv ) D . ~ -
l l 
~G 
s 
Jg~ ' 
Q 
1 < s s k ' 
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where e.u E C(Q), (.u ::'.: 1 , s 2 g EL (Q), 1 < s s < k, -p-. 
i 
c
1 
~n all its variablesy 1 s J s n, 1 s s < k ~ and 
k n 
2 2 (4.24) I s i J . [ D tyi(p)~sStS s > A.Isl Isl -
' s t=l i,J=l p . 
' J 
for all k E JRn and E JRnk with IP I s suplDvl where s E JR ' s p ~ 
e.u E Jt y ' 2 ( S2 ) y 
Q 
A> o • Theny if we have 
for any Q0 cc Q . 
Proof: Let z E a Bl ( 0 ) , ~2 O cc S~ , YJ E c~ C~2 ) with QQ C spt Y) C. Qd J 
d and h d Replace (4 . 23) by h for some > 0 0 < < Y) in D. 
-ZY) ) ' - 3 
then 
(4.25) z;st ht J ah . . ( x ) D . ( !::. v ) D . YJ 
Q ; l] J z l 
h s s h 
- -J !::. e.uY . ( Dv ) D . Y) + Jg !::. YJ Q z i i -z , 1 < s s k , 
where 
z;st( ) a .. X h;i] 
1 s 
- e.u (x + hz)J0D tyi(Dv(x) + r(Dv(x + hz) - Dv(x)))dr , 
pj 
1 < l , J < n, 1 < s ' t s k Now let YJo E C~(Q) be a cut-off function - - - . 
with YJo 1 on ~20 spt Y) C Qd /2 where do - dist ( Q O , a S"2 ) - ' ' - ' 0 
and I DYJ 0 I 
4 
and let 2 h s (4.25), for each < Y) = Y]Qlz V in - do ' 
z·st 
' s 1 < s < k Then, since (.u' ah .. D.v 1 < l, J s n, 1 < s ' t ::: k - ' ' - -•i ] l 
' are all continuous we can apply 0 . . inequality (1.17) obtain Garding ' s to 
(4 . 26) 
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h 
+ Cli.6 w/12 S2 2 
' d /2 0 
where we have also used the fact that w ~ 1 and (1 . 6) , Hence 
h h 
+ Chl/g/1 2 nllTlo L\Dv /1 2 n + Ch/1.6 wlJ 2 9 I/Dv // 2 n , uG , uG Z , uG d 12 , uG 0 
h 
+ C/1.6 w/1 2 S2 2 
' d /2 0 
2 
Ch 2 + Ch llgll2 C II h 112 
< E 2 , $2 + 0 Tlo.6zDv 2 , $2 
C h 2 
+ - 1/.6 w/1 2 n , E Z , uGd 12 0 
for any O < E ~ 1 , by Young ' s inequality, Choosing E so that 
and so 
\ 
16 ' we see that 
h 2 
ll.6 Dv/12 r. 
Z , uGO 
Dv E JCY ' 2 (S2 IRnk ) 0' . 
< Ch 2' 
' 
REMARK: The only reason we hypothesised w to be continuous was so as 
to apply Ggrding's inequality , If Y satisfies the stronger ellipti-
city condition 
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s s t 2 
D ty . ( p ) s . s . > A I s I ' 
l l J p . 
J 
for s E :Rnk , then Lemma 4 . 6 is true if w is merely L 00 
We now prove Theorem 4 .1. Let Q
0 
cc Q , with d - dist(Q
0
, 3Q), 
Let 
r = 2 log a - j 
_log(l-a) + 1 ' 
where [ t] is the integer part of t E :TI\ , and choose domains Q., 
l 
1 s i < r , with 
Q cc Q cc Q cc' ' .. cc Q cc Q 
0 r r - 1 1 
with 
Let 0 < h < 
-
by ';p~(Duh )YJ for 
(4 . 27) J 8D . iJ 
Q J 
1 
ho -
d 1 S - 6(r+l) ' 
each 1 s s < n+k 
-
J 
. 
, dist(Q1 , aQ)> 
d 
r+l 
s n 
' 
and replace 
Then , summing over 
- J 8cp~(Duh)';p'J(Duh)D .YJ 
Q l s l 
1 
- f 8 ( cp ~ ( Duh ) 
Q l 
1 
S rvj 
cp . ( Du ) )cp ( Du, ) D . iJ 
l s h l 
, j=2, •.. ,r. 
iJ in (4,2) 
s 
' 
we have 
S rvj SrvJ 
- J 8¢ . (Du)D cp (Duh)~ - J 8H cp (Duh)i] Q l X . S n S 
1 l JGl 
- J 8 ( cp ~ ( Duh ) 
Q l 
1 
s "'] 
cJ> • ( Du ) )cp ( Du, ) D . ~ 
l s h l 
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S rv] 
cp . (Duh) D ( ¢ (Duh) ) 
l X . S 
l 
- - (D cp~(Duh))4J(Du.) 
x . l s h 
l 
by (4 . 4) , Hence (4 . 27) gives 
(4 . 28 ) 
where 
(4 . 29) 
and 
(4 . 30) 
J 8D .YJ 
Q J 
1 
8(¢~(Du, ) - cp~(Du))D 4j(Duh) 
l h l x. s 
l 
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0 y -We show first that e EC' (Qlh ) , where . ( n ) y = min a, l - ~ . 
0 p 0 
Since CF , i are c1 and since Du E c0 'Y(Q, IB.nk) , Lemma 4 . 2 and 
( 4.29) and (4 . 30) imply that 11£]11 < C h p Q - ' 
0' l 
(4 . 31) 
and 
(4 . 32) 
' 
for O < h s h0 • Hence Lemma 4 , 4 implies that e E c
0
'Y(Qlh ) . 
0 
Now , (4 . 29 ) and (4 . 30) also imply 
(4 . 33) < CI/D~ - Dul/ 2 Q 
' l 
and 
(4 . 34) II fhJ '>'] II + rh 2 Q 
' l 
a - 1 
< Ch //Duh - Dul/ 2 Q 
' l 
+ C 
Hence using the Holder continuity of Du again , we deduce that 
provided l a <- · 
- 2 ' in this case Lemma (4 . 5) (with y - ~ - a) implies 
that 
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But the regularity lemma, Lemma 4,6, now implies, since 8 is contin-
uous on Qlh , that 
0 
~,a/(l-a),2c n ]Rnk) Du E ~ ~6 3 , • 
Thus (4.33) , (4.34) and Lemmas 4,2 and 4 . 5 (with Y - l~a , ~ - a) 
imply 
provided a 
2 (1-a) 
This procedure can be iterated ·- log a ~ t = 
_log ( 1-a) 
times (so that 
::: 1 . 
a 
t (1-a) 
< 1 and a 
t (1-a) 
+ a> 1) to obtain 
We can now let h + 0 in (4.28), and so 
(4.35) J 8D .YJ - -J s~j j=l, ... ,n - 8H <fi ( Du )YJ , 
' Qo J Qo 
s 
1 l,p for YJ E co(Qo ) . that is 8 E w o(Qo) Since Qo cc Q was arb i t ·-
' 
rary , and since none of the quantities in (4.35) depend on Q
0 
, we 
see that 
and u E 
(4.35) holds 
2 , p k 
w O ( Q JR ) loc ' 
with Q0 replaced by Q , Therefore (4.6) holds y 
by standard elliptic theory (see [MC]). 
REMARK: From the remark following the proof of Lemma 4 .6, we see that 
Remark 3 following the statement of Theorem 4 , 1 is justified . 
We noted in Chapter 1 that (4 , 5) is true for the elliptic system 
associated with any parametric integrand . We now show that (4 . 3) and 
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(4.4) also hold in this case , Indeed, since (from Chapter 1) 
(4 . 36) 
for all 
THEOREM 4.7: 
r f, f8F(Du)D 0 ~ - f8D F(Du)D u D.~ - -f8H ~, f,=l, ... ,n 
v r f, l 
pi 
f8D tf(Du)Di~ - -J8Hn+t~ , 
p . 
l 
then 
If u E c1 ' a(Q ) solves (4.36) with 
p 
t=l , ... ,k' 
1 < 8 < L 
- - 1 
n L -a,e, 
s 5"2 ., H E L 0 (5"2); 1 s s s n+k , for p
0 
> n., and if sup!Dul ~s 
Q 
!ess than P < 00 so that the last 
strongly elliptic system., then u E 
k equations 
2,p k 
w O (Q IB. ) 
of ( 4. 36) form a 
l,p 
e E w °CS"2) , 
k 
I 
t=l 
n ~ D2 ( ) t L F Du D .. u 
. . t s l] l,J=l p . p . 
J l 
for l S s < k , and 
loc ' ) 
D F(Du) 
s p . 
n+s i 
-H -----
F(Du) 
k 
D.e - F(~) (HJ+ L Hn +tD.ut) ' j=l, ... ,n 
J u t=l J 
Proof: By Theorem 4 .1, it suffi ces to check that (4.3) and (4.4) are 
satisfied , Now 
<p~(p ) -
l 
We claim that 
F(p)6 . -
lS 
D F(p) 
s-n p . 
l 
k 
L D F(p)pr 
r s 
r=l p . 
l 
1 < s S n 
n+l S s < n+k . 
i](p) -
-
s 
indeed 
- . S rv] 
cp . ( p )cp ( p ) 
l s 
Furthermore 
,5 . 
JS 
F(p) 
s-n p . 
J 
F(p) 
- B .. --
l ] 
- B .. 
l] 
-6 . 
k 
I 
r=l 
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l < 
-
s ::: n 
n+l ::: s < n+k . 
-
, 
r s-n D F( p )p . D F(p)p . 
r J 
n+k s -n J p . p . 
l I l + F(p) F(p) 
s=n+l 
JS2 D tf( p ) l:::s:::n 
so that 
F(p) p 
B .B 
mJ ts-n 
F(p) 
n+k 
m 
s-n p . 
J 2 D tf(p) 
F(p) pm 
ID t cp ~( p)'¥J (p ) -
l s s=l p 
n+k . 
- J. cp ~( p )D t ~J (p ) 
'-' l s 
m s =l p m 
n 
- I (F(p)ois 
s=l 
n + l ::: s < n +k , 
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n+k [6 . 6 
_ , D F( ) ill] ts-n 
L 1 s-n p F(p) s=n+ p . 
s-n l p . 
---'J~- D tf ( p) 
F(p)2 pm l 
6 . 
ill] ) (p) D tf(p 
pi 
k 
L D rf(p)D tf(p) 
r=l p . p 
l m 
n+k 
r p . 
J 
+ L D s-nf(p)D tf(p) 
s=n+l p . p 
l m 
6 . D tf(p)) , 
ill] p . 
l 
s-n p . 
J 
which is skew symmetric in i and m. 
We can apply Theorem 4.7 locally to the equations (4.1) (so that, 
by writing a neighbourhood of each point on the graph as a graph over 
the tangent plane to that point, the gradient bounds are sufficiently 
small ) with 
F(p) - Vg(p) 
to obtain 
COROLLARY 4.8; I u E cl , a(S"2 ' JRk) solves 
s 
p n 
EL O(S"2), 1 L -a,e, 1..,n S"2 ' H s s s n+k 
' 2,p k l,p 
u E w ocs-2, JR ), 8 E W O(S"2) and loc 
k 
(4 . 38) D. 8 
J 
- 8 ( HJ + L Hn+tD. u t) ' 
Vg t=l J 
(4,1) with 1 s 8 < L 
- 1 
with Po> n 
' 
then 
j =l, ... , n . 
REMARKS: l; From (3.5) (Chapter 3), we know that 8 is automatically 
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00 
in L (Q 0 ) for Q0 cc Q ; (4 . 38) shows that in fact 8 is Holder con-
tinuous on Q (assuming that Q is depending, 
modulo a scaling factor, on n, k, p
0 and 
2; Since the system (4 . 1) satisfies the stronger ellipticity con-· 
dition, (1.15), Corollary 4 , 8 holds for any p
0 
~ 2 . 
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CHAPTER 5 
We immediately state the two full regularity theorems; they follow 
by combining Theorems 2 ,1 and 3 ,1 with Theorems 4 .7 and 1.5. 
THEOREM 5.1: Suppose V = v(M, 8) &Sa rectifiable n-varifold which 
has generalised mean curvature H = H1 , .. , , Hn+k) E 1P ( µ , JRn+k) in 
U C ]Rn+k h ~ were p > n, Suppose a Zso that a E ( O , 1) .~ then there 
exist E - E(n, k , a, p ), ~ = ~ (n, k, a, p ) E (0, 1), 
C = C(n , kJ a , p ) > O such that if 
1 < 8 
0 E spt µ, B (0) c U, 
p 
n E .,. ( 0 , p , JR ) 
0 
< f, ' 
then there &Sa w2,p function u ::: 
that 
µ -a.e . 
µ CB (0)) 
p 
in u ' 
< 2 (1 - a ) , 
( 1 k =-n ( -+ ]Rk u , ... ,u ): B~P 0) 
spt µ n B~p(O) - graph u n B~p(O ) , 
and 
such 
Moreover~ letting 
(5 .1) D.e 
i 
a . e . in 
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< C(E\(O, P , ]Rn)+ (Jjl:f:jpdµ)l/ppl-n/p) 
u 
rv rv 
8(x ') = 8(x ', u(x')), _tI_(x') - H(x' 
= ' 
u(x')), 
i=l, ... ,n, 
for 
THEOREM 5.2: Suppose V = v(M, 8 ) i.s a rectifiable n- varifold which 
has generalised mean curvature 1 n+k p n+k H = ( H , ... JH ) E L ( µ , JR ) 
p > n . Suppose also that there are TE G(n +k,n) and u c ]Rn+k where 
a linear map 
that spt µnu 
with T = graph .e and Lip .e ::: 1
1 
., such 
can be represented as a Lipschitz graph over T with 
Lipschitz constant bounded by 10 < oo, Let u1 
be a bounded open 
subset o u with u1 cu and let II 8 /1 00 µ U = 1 2 < 00 ( see ( 3 , 5) , 
' ' 1 
Chapter 3 ). Then there exist E = &(n, k , p, 1
0
, 1
1
, 1
2
), 
~ = ~(k, 10 ) E (O, 1), C = C(n, k, p, 1 0 J 11 , 1 2 ) < oo such that if 
1 < 8 
0 E spt µ, 
n E .,. ( 0 , p , IB ) 
" 
then there 1-,s a 
that 
w2,p 
unction 
µ- a . e , in U , 
B (0) c U 
p 1 
u = ( 1 k ::n --+ ,Dk u , ... ,u ) : B~P(O) _u-. such 
and 
spt µ n B ( 0) 
~p 
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- graph u n B~P(O) 
1 P suplul + sup!Dul + 
Moreover ., letting 8 (X I) - 8 ( XI' u(x')), 'H'(x') - H( X' ' u(x')), for - -
-
x' Bn ( 0) then rv Wl'p(Bn (0)) and C e E '-
~p ' ~p 
k 
(5.2) rv f°'ec'R'i + LHn+tDiut) i=l, ... ,n D. e --
' ' 
i 
t=l 
REMARKS: l; By the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem, (5.1) and (5.2) imply 
the Holder continuity of e ' with exponent also we obtain 
n 
1 - p ; 
the Cl , l - n/p(~P ( O) , JRk ) estimates for u. These estimates could 
also have been obtained, without using the w2 'P estimates, by means 
rv 
of the estimates in Theorems 2.1 and 3 ,1, the Holder continuity of 8 
and the original version of Allard 's theorem, Theorem 0 .1. 
2 . 
' 
We show in Theorem 5 ,7 below , that the quantity 1
2 in Theo -
rem 5 , 2 depends , modulo a scaling factor , only on n , k , p and the 
rv 
norm of H . 
For the rest of this chapter , we concern ourselves with certain 
applications and conclusions which can be drawn from Theorems 5 . 1 and 
5 , 2 , We begin with the aid of Theorem 1 . 6 from Chapter 1, by obtaining 
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information about the size of the set on which the hypotheses of 
Theorems 5 . 1 and 5 . 2 fail. Specifically, if V = ,;:CM, e) is a recti -
fiable . . -mn+k n-varifold in ~, , we let 
reg V - {x E spt µy : 3p > 0 and a c1 n - dimensional 
submanifold n+k n M 1 c IB. ; µv L BP C x ) = c H L M 1 
for some constant C > O} 
and 
sing V - spt µV rv reg V 
(note that sing V is closed), We first prove the following well-known 
lemma which relates weak convergence of varifolds to convergence in the 
distance sense . 
LEMMA 5. 3: Suppose V. = v ( M., 8 .), j ::: O ., i-s a sequence of rectifi -
J = J J 
able n-varifolds i-n IB.n+k with mean curvature 
B2 (o) ., where p > n and 
Suppose also that 
(5.3) 
8 . > 1 
J 
µ - a e V. 
J 
' 
J > 0 
Then~ or any E > o., there i-s j(E) Em such that 
and that 
Bl(O) n spt ~ C {x E IB.n+k; dist(spt LL... 'x) < E} Vj > j~E) . j 'VO 
Proof: 
that 
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Suppose there are [, > 0 
dist (y., , 
J 
spt µv) > [, 
0 
and y . , E spt µ n B ( 0) 
J V., 1 
J 
such 
for some sequence j' ~ 00 • By the monotonicity formula (1 .12), we 
have 
( 5 . 4) 
for all • l J and £or all 
pendent of . ' J and p • 
> C > O 0 
' 
0 < p < 1 , where is a constant inde-
Since {yj , } c B1 (o) , we can £ind a subsequence which we still 
call 
( 5 . 5) 
such that Yj; ~ y E B1 (o ) 
dist(y, spt µv) > [, 
0 
and 
However 1 (5,4) implies that ; £or any fixed p E (0
9 
~) 
for . ' J 
µV ( B (y)) j I p 
n 
(,l) p 
n 
> 
sufficiently large , 
( !) all p E O, 2 
µV ( B (y)) 
0 p 
n 
(,l) p 
n 
> 
(5,3) now implies that £or 
' 
and so y E spt µV , thus contradicting (5,5), 
0 
1 H - almost 
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Now suppose that V = y__(M , e) is a rectifiable n -varifold in 
IB.n+k which has generalised mean curvature _Ii E LP (µV, IB.n+k) in B
4 
( 0) , 
where p > n . For any y E B(O) 
l and any A E (0, l] , the varifold 
TI V has generalised mean curvature AH ,Cx) - AH(y + AX) in 
. 'y ' A# =y ' /\. 
YJ ,CB (0)) , where Y, A 4 
(5 . 6 ) 
The following theorem appears in [SL] for the case of integral 
varifolds . However , due to Theorem 5.1, the proof now carries over to 
the case of rectifiable varifolds , 
THEOREM S.4: Let V = v(M, e ) 
which is s tationary ~n Uc IBn+k 
be a r ectifiable n- varifold &n IB.n+k 
Then) if e > 1 ~-a . e . &n 
U, s E spt µV and 8(µ V s ) < 2 ., there &Sa 
(5 . 7 ) 
Proof: 
dim(sing V n B (0)) < n -1 , 
p 
l 
a - 2(2 - G(µy, s )) Let and let 
B4p (s ) c U and, using (2.7) (Chapter 2 ), 
(5 , 8 ) < 2(1 - a/2 ) 
p > 0 such that 
be such that 
for all 'E spt µV n Bp (s) , 0 < 0 < p , Assume , without loss of gen -
erality , that s = 0 , p = 2 and U = B4 (o) , and define V to be the 
set of varifolds of the form YJY , A#V , IYI < 1, 0 < A s l together -
' 
with weak limits of sequences { V. } of the form V. - YJ # V' -i i y . ,A . i l 
IYil < l O < A· < l where limy . and lim A. - 0 are assumed - ' -
' 
-l i l 
to exist . Theorem 1 . 3 and (5 . 6) imply that V is well-defined and 
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that any WE V is a rectifiable n-varifold which is stationary in 
If WE V, then W = _y_(MW' 8W) , where 8W > 1 ~ - a . e . in 
B3 (o) , and, using (5,8), 
(5 . 9) < 2 ( 1 - a/2) 
for all s E spt ~ n B1 (O), 0 <CT< 1 , Now let 
F - { ew ; w E V} 
and 
sing ew - sing w . 
We show that f satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1,6 of Chap -
ter 1 . By Theorem 1 . 4 of Chapter 1 and by definition, we easily see 
that (i), (ii) and (iii) (a) and (b) 0£ Theorem 1,6 hold . To check 
(iii) Cc), we suppose that {ew _} c F with 
J 
w. --' w 
J 
Now suppose that we can f ind a subsequence { ew . _} 
J I 
that for every there is a E B1 (0) n sing y . J 
(5.10) 
so that 
and a 8 > 0 such 
e with 
wj , 
By Lemma 5 . 3, we can then find a subsequence, which we still denote by 
. ' J , such that 
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f . I Q Now or any J , 0 > and TE G(n+k,n) , (2 . 20) from Lemma 2 , 6 , 
Chapter 2 , implies 
where 
and 
s E C~(JRn+k) 
2 lgrad sl :s -
0 
J IIPT w 
B (y. ' ) X j ' 
0 J 
C 2 2 ~ 
< n J dist(x - y ., , T) ( Jgrad sl + 2)dµw . 
1 u B4 ( y . ' ) J u J 
0 J 
B (y. T ) ' s - 0 
0 J 
with s = 1 outside in B4 (y. T ) 
0 J 
Hence, if 
- YI :S 0 , 
(5 .11 ) C 2 s2 2 
< n J Cl grad s I + 2 )dist(x- y ~ T) ( ew - 8JiHn 
where s 
0 B
50
w-) 0 j ' 
C 2 
+ n + 2 J dist ( X - y 1 T ) dµw 
u B5u(y ) 
C 
+ -
n 
0 ' 
can now be chosen independent of • T J • We now choose T to 
be the tangent plane to reg W at y , u E (0, 1) to be sufficiently 
small so that 
C . [x- y l 2 s 
- J dist -- , T dµ :s -
nB () u W 3 0 50 y ' 
where s is the constant from Theorem 5 . 1 , and , with this choice of 
u , we choose 
C 
n 
0 
• I J to be sufficiently large so that 
2 IY - y . I I 
J 
2 
0 
< 
f, 
3 
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and 
C 2 , 2 2 
n J ( I grad , I + 2 ) dist ( x -y , T ) ( ew . 
1 a B50(y ) a J 
Then (5.11) implies that for . ' J sufficiently large 
E . , (y . , , a , T) s E, 
J J ' 
so that , by ( 5 , 9) and Theorem 5 ,1, y . 1 E reg W. 1 J J for j' sufficiently 
large, which is a contradiction, Hence (iii) (c) is verified and Theo-
rem 1 . 6 now yields the result, 
Using the same methods, we can obtain a stronger result in the 
non~parametric setting , 
THEOREM 5,5; Let V = v(M, 8 ) be a rectifiable n- varifold &n JRn +k 
which has generalised mean curvature _!i. &n B
4
(o) where 
]Rn ~JRk is Lipschitz~ if e ~ l 
o E spt µV ~ then 
dim(sing V n B1 (0)) < n-2 , 
' 
p > n ' 
where l k u = (u , ... ,u ): 
and if 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 5 , 4, we define V to be the set of 
varifolds of the form TJ V IY I < l O < ' < l 
y '\# ' - ' /\. - together with weak 
limits of sequences { V . } 
l of the £arm V. = 11 A # V, I y . I S l, 
l Yi~ i l 
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o < \ . s l where limy. and lim \ . --i ' i i 
Then (5,6) and Theorem 1 . 3 imply that any 
liw E LP ( llin +k) µw) with 
(5 . 12) 
' 
and also that any such W is rectifiable , 
By (3,5) (Chapter 3) , we assume that 
and 
(5.13) 
L < oo 
2 
L < oo 
2 
0 are assumed to exist, 
w E V has mean curvature 
and where spt µW n B3(0) = graph uW n B3(0) , where 
l k n k 
uW = ( uW? , , . , uW) ; IB -+ IB is Lipschitz with 
(5.14) Lip uW < Lip u, 
Now let 
F - { ew : w E V} 
and 
sing ew - sing w . 
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Again we easily see that (i), (ii) and (iii) (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 , 6 
are satisfied . To check (iii) (c) we proceed as in the proof of Theo-
rem 5 . 4, 
ew. _.. ew 
J 
dist(sing 
then for 
(5 . 15) 
by using Lemma 2 . 6, to deduce 
(and so w. ~ W) 
' 
if y. E J J 
ew, y .) > c5 > 0 for all J -J 
T E G(n+k,n) 
E .( y ., 0,T) 
J J 
C 
+ -
n 
0 
and IY - yj I 
2 jy · - Yj 
J 
2 
0 
where , is as in (5.11) 
that if { ew .} C F with 
J 
B1 (0) n sing ew . with 
J 
and if y .-+ y E B1 (0) n reg W J 
< 0 
-
' 
' 
Choosing T to be the tangent plane to reg W at y) noting 
that (5.14) implies that 
ciently small so that 
TE G1 . lp 
and 
C • x-
- J dist _ _x_ , T dµ [ ]
2 
n B ( ) o- W 
CT 50 y 
< 
2 
f, 
4 ' 
choosing 0 to be suffi-
f, 
< 
4 
where E is the constant from Theorem 5.2, and then choosing J suff-
iciently large so that with this choice of 0 , 
' 
and 
C 
n 
a 
< 
E 
4 
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we see that (5.15) becomes 
E .,. ( y . , a, T ) - max { E . ( y . , 
". J J J J 
£or J su££iciently large, so that Theorem 5,2 implies that 
y . E reg W. , which is a contradict ion; thus (iii) (c) is verified. 
J J 
To check (iv), we let d = n-1 and suppose that eW E F has the 
invariance property that there is an (n-1)-dimensional subspace 
L c JRn+k: with 
(5 . 16) £or all 
Now suppose that s E sing 8W n B
1
(0) Since 
spt µW n B3(0) = graph uW n B3(o) , we can suppose, without loss of 
generality, that L = sp {e1 , .. , , en~l} and , writing v = uW, there 
. b n . k: is an open all · B c]R with s EB x JR and 
(5.17) v(x 1: , x) - v(y 11 , x) 
n n 
for every xi - (x1,· ·· ,.xn-l),y11-
y' = (y' , x ) E B , so that 
n 
(y y ) 1, ... , n-1 with XI - ( X 11 X ) 
' n ' 
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(5.18) D.v(x 1 ) - 0, 
l 
i=l, ... _n-1 
In this case 
and 
2 g .. =6 .. +6. 6 . ID vi lJ lJ in Jn n 
2 g - de t g . . = 1 + I Dn v I 
l] 
) 
l] g -1 - (g .. ) - 6 .. 
2 6 . 6 . jD vi in Jn n 
l] l] 2 
l+ID vi 
n 
' 
so that the minimal surface system becomes , writing 
H'(x') = liw(x' , v(x ')), 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
and 
(5 . 21) 
D vs 
n Je ----
/1+IDnvl2 
D 11 - -J8H'n+sY) ' 
n 
' 
Now (5 . 17) and (5 , 20) imply that 
s=l, ... ,k 
i=l > , •• ,n~l 
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i=l, , , . ,n-1 
' 
so that the weak derivative of e in the direction i exists and 
equals (8H'i)/(v11+1Dnvj 2 , i=l, ... ,n-1 , and so (5 . 21) implies that 
the weak derivatives of e/J'l+1Dnv1 2 exist with 
(5.22) 
and 
(5.23) 
D. 
i e 2 ) -
l+jD vi 
n 
- 8H 'n 
D.8 
i 
' 
(5.22) and (5.23) combined with (5.19) now give 
(5.24) 
' 
i=l, ... ,n-1, 
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' 
Wl,2(B) Since (5 . 17) implies that D .. V s 0 for s=l~ ... ,k Y) E -. -
' 0 iJ 
s=l, ... ,k provided that one of i, J is not equal to n ) (5 . 24) 
implies that Dv s w1 ' p ( B) , that s continuous E p > n 
' 
so Dv is on 
B . This contradicts the fact that , E sing SW , and so 
sing SW n B1 (o) = ¢ , thus verifying (iv) . Hence Theorem 1 , 6 gives 
the required result , 
J 
To proceed £urther , we prove a simple lemma concerning the exten -
sion of weak derivatives across sets of small dimension , 
LEMMA 5.6: Let Q be an open domain ~n :ffin and let s c Q be 
closed with Hn-l(S ) = o , Suppose f E L00 (Q), g. E L1 (Q), i =l , ... n 
l 
and D. f = g . weakly in Q ~ S , i=l , ... , n . Then D. f - g . weakly in i i i i 
Q, i=l, ... ,n . 
Proof: Suppose and let s > 0 , then there are 
X . E spt Y) n s ' p . > o, j=l, .,, , N < OO ' with 
J J 
N N 
(5 . 25) spt Y) n S C U B ( X . ) C U B
2 
( X . ) C Q 
j=l pj J j=l pj J 
and 
(5 . 26) 
Let u = 
f, 
let 
N 
, n-1 
L p . 
j=l J 
1 
U B 
. 1 2p . J = J 
(x . ) 
J 
f . E J 
so that 
Cl(Q) with 
Hn(U) s Cs For each 1 < s -
f . - 0 on B ( X . ) f . - 1 J p . J J J 
J < N - ~ 
on 
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Q rv B2 (x.), 0 s ':Ir · s 1 p . J J and sup !D'Jr . I J Then J 
(5 . 27) 
Now 
and 
N N 
JfD . ( 1T 'Jr . 11) 
i j=l J - -Jgi lT ':lr -11 , j =l J i=l , ... ,n . 
N N 
IJfD. ( IT 'Jr .11) ~ JfDi11l 
i j =l J < Jff( IT ':ir . .. l)D .111 j =l ] i I 
N 
+ L J ff11D · gr IT 'Y · J 
1 i m . J m= J i m 
N 
s J I fD · 111 + L J I f11 I . 2 
U i rn=l B2 (x ) Pm E P m 
m 
N 
s J !fD .11 I + L Cpn - l s J I fD .11 i + CE 
U i m=l m U i 
f, f, 
so that (5 . 27) becomes 
+ CE ' 
Letting E + 0 now gives the result since 11 E C~(Q) was arbitrary. 
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Combining Theorems 5 . 2 and 5 , 5 with Lemma 5 , 6 yields the following 
regularity theorem: 
THEOREM 5.7: Suppo e that V = v(M, 8) ~s a rectifiable 
which ha generalised mean curvature 1 n+k H = (H , ... , H ) E 
n- varifold 
LP(µ , JRn+k) 
where p > n, Q is a bounded2 connected~ open 
domain in ]Rn and Ck ~s an open rectangle in JRk Suppose also 
1 k JRn -+ JRk that there exists a Lipschitz function u = (u , ... ,u ): 
that spt µ n (Q x Ck )= graph u n (Q x Ck) . Then~ if 8 ~ 1 
' 
or all 6 0 U E W2,pc n rv JRk) > , .:>G S lng U, ' loc and~ writing 
such 
µ-a . e . 
8(x' ) - 8(x ' ~ u(x ' )), ~(x ') - _H_(x', u(x' )) for x' E Q , 8 E w1 ~P(Q ) 
with 
( 5 . 28 ) rv D. 8 
l 
or i=l, ... ,n, 
REMARKS: l · 
' 
Since 
a . e . Q ' 
Q lS a domain, the Sobolev imbedding theo ~ 
rem implies that 8 E CO ,(l~n /p )( Q ) . Thus, modulo a scaling factor , 
rv 
8 is bounded by a constant depending only on n, k , p and 
(f !Alp dL n )1/p 
Q 
2· 
' 
In the case rv H = 0 
- ' 
(5 . 28 ) implies that rv 8 
and so u is a solution to the minimal surface system . 
is a constant , 
3 ; For k - 1 (that is codimension 1), (5 28) and standard 
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elliptic theory show that u is in fact in that is , 
sing V = ¢ . For k ~ 2 , in general no further regularity can be 
. . ascribed to u - an example of this, in the case H = 0 , is given in 
[L] . 
In the light of Remark 2 above> Theorem 5,7 yields the following 
constancy theorem; 
CO RO LL ARY 5.8: I Y = x_(M , 8) &Sa I'ectifiable n-varifold which is 
stationary in Uc 1Rn+k with spt µ n U = N n U for some n- dimension-
al connected Lipschitz manifold~ N n U , imbedded in 1Rn+k ~ and 
with e ~ 1 µ~a . e . &n u) then e ~s constant in N nu . 
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